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Author's Biography
Shaykh Fadhlalla Haeri was born in the Holy City of Karbala, Iraq, a
descendant of five generations of well-known and revered spiritual leaders. Educated in Europe and America, Shaykh Fadhlalla obtained undergraduate and postgraduate degrees, majoring in science and engineering. As a businessman, he established several manufacturing and consulting firms in the Middle East, primarily in the oil industry. Shaykh
Fadhlalla traveled extensively, especially in India, in pursuit of the spiritual teachings of the East, before his eventual re-discovery of the pure
and original Islamic heritage of his birth.
In 1979, Shaykh Fadhlalla came to the United States to establish a spiritual foundation, the Zahra Trust, to enable serious students of Islam the
opportunity of acquiring its basic teachings. The Zahra Trust currently
publishes a wide variety of books through its affiliate, Zahra Publications, and has established several spiritual and medical centers in Asia,
Europe and South America. The American Institute of Qur'anic Studies
at Bayt-ud-Deen, the U.S. base of Zahra Trust, was inaugurated in December, 1981.
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Foreword
The Mercy of Qur'an and the Advent of Zaman is a commentary (tafsir) on
four selected suras of the HolyQur'an, namely: al- Ankabut, ar-Rahman, alWaqi`a, andal-Mulk. This commentary is part of a series of discourses delivered by Shaykh Fadhlalla Haeri at the American Institute of Qur'anic
Studies.
These four Meccan suras were chosen because of a strong intercon-necting theme. Al-Ankabut is about the affliction of man for the sake of his
own upbringing, so he is freed from his illusions and insecure foundations. Ar-Rahmandemonstrates the direct signs and marks of the Creator
wherever one looks. Al-Waqi`a reminds one of the next life so that the
pursuit of knowledge and submission to the Creator in this life becomes
urgent and vital. Al-Mulk shows that if there were such things as other
deities, they would all ultimately have to be under the one and only God,
in Whose hand rests total harmony and control.
The commentary opens up some of the great vistas of the inner meanings of the Qur'an. While the reader is guided to the bounties of the
Qur'anic message through allegorical interpretation of the Qur'anic language, he is at once shown the path of safe conduct in this world and the
hereafter. The all-pervading message is of balance and mercy. The key to
this attainment is self-knowledge. The commentary explicates man's station with reference to his Creator and how the entire creation sings the
song of tawhid - divine unity. It compels the reader to reflect the interconnectedness in all facets. These four suras show the way to the knowledge of the one Creator and warn man as to his failure and injustice towards himself by not adhering to the path of love and submission.
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Surat ul-Ankabut
The Spider
Introduction
Whoever professes, confesses, or witnesses the one Creator of creation
in all its diversity will undergo the strengthening process of affliction.
Duality and association with the one Creator will gradually be worn
away from him. In Arabic, the verb to afflict also means to become old
and worn.
Some of the early Muslims in Mecca could not withstand the pressure
exerted upon them to return to the convenience of old habits.
This sura historically reflects that situation in Mecca. The name of
the sura refers to the flimsy, insecure home or structure on which we
tend to depend, like the spider's web. The only structure which is indestructible is based on the knowledge of God and His laws that govern
existence.
In the Name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful.
1 Alif Lam Mim.
2 Do men think that they will be left alone on saying, we believe,
and not be tried?
3 And certainly We tried those before them, so Allah will certainly
know those who are true and He will certainly know the liars.
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There is a purpose in creation, a visible, subtle, and deep purpose,
which is to discover the meaning of existence. However, man must trust
in Allah in order to fully commit himself to the quest. No matter how
hard man may try to reckon and calculate the purpose of this existence,
he will not succeed without iman (trust); which has its root in the heart.
Deflection from this ultimate source will only result in fitna, which is trial, affliction and discord.
Fitna implies superficial trial or affliction. It is a plot, that seems
charming and captivating; but a plot can be easily discovered - it is not
substantial. A fatin is a woman who decorates herself to attract a man,
hiding what may be a most dreadful character. No matter how man reckons or calculates, he will be afflicted in a superficial way so that his
Imam his trust, becomes more real and certain of the absolute and not of
the relative. Trust begins in the outward and existential but leads to the
inward. There is no separation of the deep inner reality and the outer
reality because they are a continuum. There is no end to Reality. It is only
for the sake of illustration that we talk about the outer and the inner.
Fitna is derived from the verb fatana which amongst other things,
means to prove. Dinar maftun is a gold coin that has been tested and
proven to be true gold. Imam Hassan, `alayhi-s-salam ( upon him be
peace), defined fitna as that which proves man's reality, his divine origin,
by what appears to be affliction, turmoil and trouble. Divine mercy puts
man through processes that appear to be undesirable and troublesome,
showing man that he has no power over anything. Man has, in fact, no
claim over anything except the witnessing and the recognition of the one
and Only - La ilaha illa-llah
4 Or do they who work evil think that they will escape Us? Evil is it
that they judge!
5 Whoever hopes to meet Allah, the term of Allah will then most
surely come; and He is the Hearing, the Knowing.
6 And whoever strives hard, he strives only for himself; most surely
Allah is Self-sufficient, above (need of) the worlds.
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7 And (as for) those who believe and do good, We will most certainly
do away with their evil deeds and We will most certainly reward them
the best of what they did.
Man in his arrogance and cleverness thinks that he can escape from
the prescribed laws governing existence. He thinks he can cheat Allah
and imagines himself as a separate entity, which isshirk (associating
other-than-Allah with Allah). The nature of he who has complete and utter trust is that he does not see himself; he sees only one higher Self. He
sees himself and his actions only as an outer manifestation of oneness.
He has absolute security, certainty, serenity and independence by having
discovered dependence on Allah. The opposite of thistawhid (divine
unity) is man's imagination that he exists alongside Allah. Full dependence on Allah brings about independence because man becomes independent of other-than-Allah.
Love of Reality guides and draws man towards tawhid. If he claims
trust in Reality, that claim will be put to the test. It is Allah's mercy by
which He helps man to recognize the degree of his sincerity and honesty.
The iman of the early followers of the Prophet Muhammad, salla-llahu
alayhi wa alihi wa sallamwas tested; pressure was exerted upon them by
the prevailing system which saw this revolutionary message as a threat
to its own survival. Many families urged their relatives who followed
Muhammad, salla-lla`hu alayhi wa alihi wa sallam(peace and blessings be
upon him and his family), to return to the traditional, inherited and ignorant ways. Some had one or both of their parents threaten to take their
lives and the lives of their offspring in order to deflect them from diving
deeper into their belief.
For those who remain in iman is the promise that they will come to
know Allah and the truth of the Resurrection. The more they exert themselves in this life, the closer they will get to this state of knowledge.
The mu'minun (believers) are given a clear code of conduct. By righteously doing their utmost they will be amply rewarded.
8 And We have enjoined on man goodness to his parents, and if they
contend with you that you should associate (others) with Me, of which
you have no knowledge, do not obey them; to Me is your return, so I will
inform you of what you did.
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9 And (as for) those who believe and do good, We will most surely
cause them to enter among the good.
The first thing a child witnesses is his parents. If he does not show loyalty towards them, he cannot show loyalty in a subtler way towards Allah. A child's rebellion against his parents is a rebellion against all those
who have physical power over him and sustain him. If a child is rebellious against his parents, he is likely to be rebellious against anything. The
parents may be, from a spiritual point of view, misguided, but the child
can only be qualified to reflect upon or witness that when his own selfguidance begins to emerge. Irrespective of anything, the child should
have compassion for them.
Under all circumstances, a person is advised to be respectful to his
parents. It does not mean he is to be under their domination, but when
their names are mentioned, he should ask for their forgiveness. After all,
they were the means by which he had come about. Regardless of whether one is good or bad one still has the mercy of the Creator upon him. Allah is the invisible origin from which man has come forth through his
parents.
There are various degrees of iman. A true mu'min regards everything
that happens to him as his destiny. It must be, for it has occurred and is
itself the proof of its truth and reality. It has occurred not out of a whim
but from Reality. A mu'mintakes knowledge from everything, whether it
appears to be good or bad. If he has not identified himself with a specific,
fixed viewpoint, he will derive knowledge and benefit from affliction.
10 And among men is he who says: We believe in Allah; but when he
is persecuted in (the way of) Allah he thinks the persecution of men to be
as the chastisement of Allah; and if there come assistance from your lord,
they would most certainly say: Surely we were with you. What! is not
Allah the best knower of what is in the breasts of mankind.
11 And most certainly Allah will know those who believe, and most
certainly He will know the hypocrites.
The aspect most difficult for the nafs (lower self) to witness is hypocrisy. Most actions are justified in a hypocritical way. A man may say he
is working fi sabili-llah (in the way of Allah), but may actually want to
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gain a high reputation, or become the imam of a community or the leader of a country. If his actions are for Allah's sake the afflictions from
people will drive him more towards the source, into his innermost, into
dependence upon Reality. The people themselves are not in awareness
but they are nonetheless a reflection of Reality to the mu'min.
Because that reflection may not be seen clearly, those who are weak in
their trust and do not derive wisdom and spiritual growth from events,
may read afflictions brought about by the wrongdoings of man as being
signs that Allah is punishing them, that Allah is not rewarding them for
being on the path ofiman. The weak at heart look for signs in order to
weaken themselves further. The man of discrimination simply dismisses
such occurrences as men's injustices. It is an imposition, a natural occurrence which strengthens those who are strong at heart, strong in iman,
and weakens those who are weak at heart. It is nature's way of sifting
out those without wisdom.
12 And those who disbelieve say to those who believe: Follow our
path and we will bear your wrongs. And never shall they be the bearers of any of their wrongs; most surely they are liars.
13 And most certainly they shall carry their own burdens, and other
burdens with their own burdens, and most certainly they shall be
questioned on the resurrection day as to what they forged.
The early people, when their iman was weak, when other people were
causing them trouble, wanted to give up their belief in the Prophet
Muhammad, salla-llahu alayhi wa alihi wa sallam. They claimed that Allah
was sending them messages in the form of afflictions, indicating that
they should take the path of least resistance. But it was the path of expediency that they wanted to follow, and therefore, in time would become the more difficult path. Afflictions are the test of nature upon man.
Those who turned away from the right path lacked discrimination
and 'iman. They read into the signs the most obvious meanings, without
considering the direction in which they were being led.
What occurred at the dawn of Islam is repeated- at all times. It is man
who reads loss into afflictions. This has nothing to do with Reality. A
sign is sent by Allah in order that the mu'minrecognizes that the others
are wrongly guided. Man reads into signs what he wishes according to
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the strength of his iman and the purity of his intention. Allah says: "My
mercy encompasses everything." Man must try to see it. The law is there,
written; it is up to him to penetrate into the subtleties of how that law
operates at all times, under all circumstances, everywhere and for everyone. Allah's mercy is instantaneous and the degree of its being seen, felt
and tasted is the degree of the sincerity of one's iman.
14 And certainly We sent N'uh to his people, so he remained among
them a thousand years save fifty years. And the deluge overtook them,
while they were unjust.
15 So We delivered him and the inmates of the ark, and made it a
sign to the nations.
The Prophet, salla-llahu alayhi wa blihi wa sallam, said: "My example and
the example of the close and selected members of my family is like the
ship of Nuh (Noah): he who rides in it will be safe, but he who does not
will flounder."
If man takes on the conduct of the Prophet and his family, carrying a
passport issued from their way, he will move safely from one port to another. He will pass from the port of mortality to the port of immortality.
If he does not, he will flounder and at best be confused. That is the state
of the majority of people whether or not they call themselves Muslims.
They do not hold to His rope. The Qur'an says very clearly: Those of you
that want to follow Allah and know Him, follow the Prophet, follow
what he stood for and what he reflected. Follow in the footsteps of those
who came after him. A hadith (tradition, saying) says: "Men of knowledge are the heirs of the prophets." What is there to inherit from a
prophet but his knowledge and its application in one's life?
In existence everything we witness is based on duality, such as life and
death, guidance and misguidance, leading and being led. Man experiences opposites simultaneously. He loves and hates simultaneously. If a
man loves truth, justice compassion and generosity, then he is bound to
hate injustice, tyranny and meanness.
By understanding and actually experiencing this concept man can
guide his actions toward the higher opposites so that they emanate from
the opposites that are closer to the attributes of Reality. He recognizes
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that he has travelled a great distance from the lower tendencies toward
the higher tendencies. He has left fear and insecurity and approaches
positiveness, secure in the knowledge that he will come to know and be
able to improve the quality of life around him.
16 And (We sent) Ibrahim, when he said to his people: Serve Allah and
be careful of (your duty to) Him; this is best for you, if you did but know.
17 You only worship idols besides Allah and you create a lie; surely
they whom you serve besides Allah do not control for you any sustenance, therefore seek the sustenance from Allah and serve Him and be
grateful to Him; to Him you shall be brought back.
18 And if you reject (the truth), nations before you did indeed reject
(the truth); and nothing is incumbent on the apostle but a clear delivering (of the message).
Follow those who possess 'ulu ul- amr, those who possess that command by idhn (permission), hold the order in their hands and can interpret it. The order of Allah is the way of Allah, which is the recognition of
the truth and reality that comes by abandonment and submission into
the one and only Reality. Outer order and command brings about physical order. The order of Allah is in the purpose of His creation which is
that His highest creation, man, should come to know His will as it manifests in His laws which govern existence.
Man stumbles on in his life with the purpose of knowing the laws that
govern right and wrong action. Affliction and turmoil are only the natural means for man to come to know the boundaries so that he does not
transgress them, so that he knows .at what point he is beginning to cause
himself harm. The ulu ul amr are the people who know the order of affairs, who have wisdom and the innate, innermost knowledge that there
is only Reality and that It manifests in every man and form. Taking on
their knowledge is bound to lead one to success and not to self-harm.
Man has no control over what he may inherit. It may be that a people
must pay back a debt accumulated by those who came earlier. If a man
has abused his land, his children will start off with a handicap which
they can do nothing about except seek to overcome it over a period of
time. That again is the Reality. If they had knowledge, they would
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recognize their difficult situation and make allowances for it and not be
disappointed.
Ulu' ul- amr is often misunderstood. Tyrants throughout the history of
Islam, acting selfishly and despotically, simply interpreted it as `those
who are in power'. It is generally recognized that those who are in power
do not deserve to be. They do not represent the highest in man.
According to the true followers of the Muhammadi light, as exemplified by the holy Ahl ul-Bayt ( the Prophet's family) and illustrated amply
by Imam Ja'far as-Sadiq, alayhi-s-salam, theulu ul amr are those who deserve to be leading us to the knowledge of Allah. They have gained authority first and foremost over their lower tendencies and have knowledge that can lead others to ultimate bliss, in this life, by correct conduct, working and living in a manner that befits man, the highest of
creation.
People
who
have
often
strayed
off
the
true
path
use taqiyya(dissimulation of one's religion) to excuse themselves
fromjihad (utmost exertion in the cause of righteousness) or from exercising energy and doing their utmost as part of the will of Reality.
Everything is evolving towards the higher. Man must also reflect that by
doing his utmost to change circumstances that are wrong and cast dark
shadows of ignorance.
Life is based upon dynamic movement. It echoes the meaning
of samadiyya, foreverness. Perpetuity manifests from within us. Often
man is fearful of dynamic movement, but he is much better off guarding
against downward movement within himself and his conscience. A man
of taqwa (fearful awareness) fears only Allah while showing complete
fearlessness in his actions. Yet he is not disrespectful nor does he promote chaos. Everything has its boundary and its adab ( courtesy).
19 Do they not see how Allah originates the creation, then reproduces it? Surely that is easy to Allah.
Creation follows the cycle of beginning, maturing, ending and then recreating. Recreation is the reflection of creation in the timeless zone. The
brief flicker of creation is a hint of the state of being frozen in absolute
non-time in the next life.
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Man loves the `beyond time.' He cannot do without sleep which is the
nearest he can taste of timelessness in this life. Some people have had the
opportunity of a near fatal accident and have experienced a similitude of
death. Also, in the state of dhikr (remembrance), in what the sufis
call fana' (self-obliteration), there is a death of meaning. Life is a cycle of
creation and recreation. As this creation came and went, so will another
creation begin with a resurrection (ba'th). As man rose into wakefulness,
so will another form of rising occur in a purer energy form without the
physical matter which belongs to this little speck called earth.

20 Say: Travel in the earth and see how He makes the first creation,
then Allah creates the latter creation; surely Allah has power over all
things.
21 He punishes whom He pleases and has mercy on whom He
pleases, and to Him you shall be turned back.
22 And you shall not escape in the earth nor in the heaven, and you
have neither a protector nor a helper besides Allah.
The nature of existence is that of a journey. Everything is based on
movement. The electrons journey around the nucleus and the earth journeys through space. The first thing a newborn child does is to move. The
entire creation is a journey from Allah, to Allah, by Allah, and the
highest benefit for man comes if he emulates it by journeying into the
land.
In every way it is a blessing to travel. In the Shadhili tariqa (a Sufi
path), the masters never slept in one place for more than three weeks, so
as not to take what was around them for granted. Haraka ma albaraka: movement is with blessing. Man must change, he must move on
so that he does not become a slave of outer habits and become fixated.
Man is attracted to fixation because he loves the permanent, the everfixed within him. But to desire preservation of outer fixation is ignorance. The outer can never be fixed. No sooner does man try to control an
event than he finds it beyond his power to do so.
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Man wants to know the permanent but he mistakenly tries to bring it
about in his environment by establishing rigid habits. At the lowest,
most superficial level, travel disturbs this tendency. The earth would be
sterile if it were not disturbed, if it were not plowed. The same thing applies to man's heart. If it is not disturbed, if it is not cut off from its desires and attachments, how can it resonate and keep turning? At first one
resents being cut off, but the purpose of one's life is to move both outwardly and inwardly; outwardly by having dynamic attitudes toward
the world and the earth, and inwardly by being willing to turn away
from what the self desires.
Travel fi sabili-llah is a very blessed outer activity. A sa`ih at one time
meant a man traveling for Allah, calling people to thedin (life-transaction). He was a mubashshir, (deliverer of good tidings) following the way
of those who give the bushrthe good news). Now siyaha, which used to
mean travelling fisabili-llah, means tourism. Tourism today is synonymous with irresponsibility, as it enhances outer greed and appetite, whereas previously travelling from one culture to another promoted inner
growth and fulfillment.
23 And (as to) those who disbelieve in the communications of Allah
and His meeting, they have despaired of My mercy, and these it is that
shall have a painful punishment.
24 So naught was the answer of his people ex cept that they said:
Slay him or burn him! Then Allah delivered him from the fire; most
surely there are signs in this for a people who believe.
25 And he said: You have only taken for your selves idols besides Allah by way of friendship between you in this world's life, then on the resurrection day some of you shall deny others, and some of you will curse
others, and your abode is the fire, and you will not have any helpers.
The creation of Allah, having come from Allah, must already intrinsically know Allah and therefore already have met Allah. But He is forgotten by man, hidden by the visible and solid. The sharia (outward path) of
existence overwhelms the haqiqa(inner truth). The shahada (testimonial
witnessing) is said aloud in the belief that its reality will be witnessed.
Everything one sees is from Allah. If it can be named, its essence is
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derived from the mercy of the Latif (the
itskathif ( thickness) is derived from subtlety.

Subtle,

the

Kind);

The seeker is the one who follows the path of abandonment and submission. Giving in unquestioningly, he finds that there is no question
and only Allah. He gets to the root of his affairs. His transactions in .life
become correct, provided there is the recognition that all has emanated
from one merciful Source. He is then on a straight path, acting and not
reacting. He is not reacting to something that is within himself, such as
insecurity. Yet even insecurity is Allah's love, forcing man to seek the ultimate security. It is the love of Allah that he finds when he moves from
one object of security to another. He thinks it is in the wife, mother, father, children or money, but it is in none of them. This is the true shahada.
Awakening starts with rejection of what is not: there is no God
-la ilaha. When the seeker, the witnesser, has excluded all, he says: but
Allah - illa-llah. After negation comes confirmation. It is "The path of
those upon whom You have bestowed favors. Not (the path) of those
upon whom Your wrath is brought down, nor of those who go astray."
(al-Fatiha: 7)
AI-Liqa' (the meeting) is with Allah, as promised by Him, as will be
witnessed by all in the next phase of life, after death. The resurrection, ba`th, is the meaning of the meeting. Everyone will then know that
there was only Reality acting throughout his previous life. That knowledge will be untarnished or uncolored by emotional connotation or attachment. If knowledge of Allah is attained before death then the being,
the soul, will embark onto the next life in that state. If it is not, and the
soul is still entrapped by what it has spun in its previous life, then the being will be afflicted in the eternal fire.
"So naught was the answer of his people except that they said: Slay
him or burn him!" Ibrahim, alayhi-s-salam, was put through the fire in this
life. Because he had knocked down their idols, his people came to him in
anger, asking for an explanation. He said: If they are gods, ask the big
one which I have spared to remake the small ones which I have broken.
Furious, they made a fire and threw him in. Ibrahim, alayhi-s-salam, knew that-the key to the garden was within himself. He already knew
the meaning of the fire in its absolute form. He had saved himself from
his inner fire so he was not afraid of the outer fire. Similarly it has been
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documented in our time that in the state of complete fearlessness, people
have been seen to walk great distances on hot coals. This is true iman.
Man is given a long life in order to seek its purpose; and every time he
questions he falls into a hole. This life is Allah'smadrasa(a school) within
which man is constantly enrolled, in order to grow and learn. If he can
reflect on his life he will find unending lessons.
What we may consider as supernatural, such as walking in fire, is natural. It is exceptional but it does occur. Because man is so distracted, he
considers those events to be unnatural. How often do events unfold in
which someone is miraculously saved? A man is saved every second by
the fact that he is given air by breathing in and out. He is hanging on air
but he does not remember. He takes it for granted because he is gross.
"And he said: You have only taken idols besides Allah… " People who
have denied themselves access to the path of mercy, who have denied
themselves movement or direction towards that which man has been
created for in this life, will be in denial in the next life. If he denies now,
he will in time be cut off and disconnected. Whenever one does not see
the mercy of Allah in a situation, he has fallen. It is a taste of the fire, of
anger or disturbance. It is a taste of something that never takes root. The
fire is constant agitation and it does not allow anything to hold fast or
grow.
But everyone has tasted bliss and momentary contentment. Those who
want to have joy in this life will have access to it. They will be in
their nafs-workshop, cutting and filing the key to joy. The cause of one's
trouble is expectation and attachment: this is the key to the door of hell.
Since life is dynamic, you are preparing either one of the two keys. You
either progress or regress, deriving spiritual nourishment or deficiency.
26 And Lut believed in Him, and he said: I am an emigrant to my
Lord. Surely He is the Mighty, the Wise.
27 And We granted him Ishaq and Ya'qub, and caused the prophethood and the book to remain in his seed, and We gave him his reward in
this world, and in the hereafter he will most surely be among the good.
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28 And (We sent) Lut when he said to his people: Most surely you are
guilty of an indecency which none of the nations has ever done before
you.
29 What! do you come to the males and commit robbery on the highway, and you commit evil deeds in your assemblies? But nothing was
the answer of his people except that they said: Bring on us Allah's punishment, if you are one of the truthful.
30 He said: My Lord! help me against the mis chievous people.
The Prophet but, Ibrahim's maternal cousin, 'alayhi-s-salam,did his best
for his community. His people had transgressed in their actions and
were ultimately cut off from the way of nature, of procreation, by their
homosexuality. This community was finished. He had tried his best
among them, failed and could move no further. There is a limit to what
man can do.
Lut, alayhi-s-salam, said: "I am an emigrant to my Lord." His Lord is
everywhere. His Lord is the Lord of destruction, the Lord of creation, the
Lord of all. The Prophets and their followers and seekers have to emigrate from what they are used to, to what is better - from good to better,
from old habits to freer ones. Hijra (emigration) is, in meaning and form,
the heritage of seekers of truth. A hadith from the Prophet, sallalla'hu 'alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, relates that if someone has emigrated fi sablli-llah, even if it is only a foot, he is already in the garden.
After doing his best amongst a people and finding that the stream is
moving against him, a man should not stay, for the society may collapse
upon him. Once a situation has fossilized no one can be helped. No healing is possible and the only thing left to do is to jump out. Allah says: Do
as Ibrahim did - makehijra. All the great Prophets followed his example.
If the hijra is truly fi sabili-llah, then the muhajir (emigrant) will be in
such a state that Allah will unveil for him His mercy, making his emigration easy. Allah bestowed upon lbrahim,alayhi s-salam, the pure gift of
Ishaq, and from Ishaq, Ya'qub,alay humus-salam. Both Ibrahim and the
mother of Ishaq were old, she having previously been barren.
Isma'il, 'alayhi-s-salam, is not mentioned here because he is from a wife of
Ibrahim who was not barren. Ishaq and Ya'qub were gifts given to the
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Prophet Ibrahim, alayhi-s-salam, when he began his emigration fi sabllillah, and a provision for future generations.
The Prophet Muhammad, salla-llahu 'alayhi wa allhi wa sallam, had
many newcomers to Islam whose iman was not strong; they feared for
lack of provisions. They were accustomed to a narrow way of survival,
living on the edge of life. The miraculous expansion of Ibrahim's family, alayhi-s-salim, when his hijra began, is a demonstration to
Muhammad's followers that if one calls upon the powers of Reality by
treading the prophetic path, one will receive openings.
On a journey, the intelligent man will leave behind excess baggage,
values that are inadequate. The life one leaves behind could only get one
deeper and deeper into trouble. In this wayhijra is both inward and outward. Inwardly, a man recognizes and avoids what he knows will cause
him trouble. Outwardly, he leaves any situation that is not beneficial to
him, until he has enough knowledge to re-enter it without harm coming
to him. By then his tree of knowledge has put down such roots that the
winds that shake it can only make it drop its dead leaves.
Something that may be useful now may not be right in ten months'
time. Movement and struggle must be based on spiritual capacity. At
first man should go where he is most familiar. He would be completely
devastated if he were to travel in south India, having before that never
left Chicago. First one travels to Europe and then onward to the jungle,
changing the level of struggle slowly, naturally, a step at a time. It is a
dynamic process, cybernetic and self-feeding. Biologically man is continuously moving on and growing. If he does not grow inwardly, he will
end up having a white beard and the mentality of a small child.
Man brings difficulties upon himself by his own actions. There is no
separation between one's outside and inside. The outer gloom or collapse
is a reflection of an inner collapse. A derelict house reflects the inward
state of its dweller. The pulsating heart of the man or family that inhabits
the house has become static, so the house collapses. It is an outer symptom of an inner collapse. If one is not inwardly willing to uphold what is
appropriate for human values, it will show outwardly. One can only
prop up the outer facade to a limited degree.
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31 And when Our messengers came to Ibrahim with the good news,
they said: Surely we are going to destroy the people of this town, for its
people are unjust.
32 He said: Surely in it is Lut. They said: We know well who is in it.
We shall certainly deliver him and his followers, except his wife; she
shall be of those who remain behind.
The Prophet Ibrahim, alayhi-s-salam, demonstrates the highest use
of aql ( ass , intellect) and tawakkul (trust) - combininghaqiqa with sharia.
He is visited by angels and recognizes their mission and their station. He
knows that the people of Lut are to be destroyed and in his concern for
Lut, alayhi-s-salam,he sends a message to him. Ibrahim's trust in Allah assured him that Lut, `alayhi-s salam, was blessed and that no harm would
come to him. But his love and concern for this being in the next town
took an outer expression. However great a man of tawhidmay be, his human love is bound to express itself so that others may receive the solace
of his humanity. His concern is to connect himself with other beings because he is a man living in unity with Reality.
There are many examples in which the Prophet Muhammadsalla-llahu
`alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, behaved in a particular way only for the sake of
other people. It was real behavior, not acting, but it was not a reflection
of his inward state. It was purely an outward expression for those
around him. If one is in tawhid, it is not for oneself but for others that one
acts. The man of tawhid simultaneously shows concern and yet is completely certain that all will be well. Those who know his inward state
well, know that he is in absolute certainty. Those who do not, still benefit
from his concern and charity. It is tawhid, it is not duality.
The worshipper's love for Allah assumes an outer expression in prayers by the formality of bending. His love for his wife takes a formal outer
expression in a gift or kindness. There cannot be an inner without an outer. There can be no haqiqawithout a shari`a. You tether your camel then
place your trust upon Allah. One cannot trust in Allah by sitting like a
lump of dirt. Allah has given man life, a tongue and limbs in order to act
- to act for Allah and by Allah.
As a non-separate entity from the one and only Reality man has to exercise his part in the all-encompassing, ecologically connected situation.
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This is the meaning of `shaking the palm tree.' Man has to shake the tree
of mercy. In a hadith it says that the supplication of those who call out for
provision, yet remain in their homes, will not be heard. Man is a part of
the total Oneness. If he intends something, he has to lend himself to be
the instrument of its execution. He cannot be in separation from it if he
expects well-being to come to him; it will operate consistently through
him, in him, above him, below him and beside him.
33 And when Our messengers came to Lut he was grieved on account of them, and he felt powerless (to protect) them. And they said:
Fear not, nor grieve; surely we will deliver you and your followers, except your wife; she shall be of those who remain behind.
34 Surely We will cause to come down upon the people of this town
a punishment from heaven, because they transgressed.
35 And certainly We have left a clear sign of it for a people who
understand.
The pure messengers, the angels, complete their mission by visiting
the Prophet Lut, alayhi-s-salam. He is concerned with their safety, for they
are surrounded by the disgraceful nation of Sodom. They reassure him
that they are safe and inform him of the imminent natural affliction that
is going to befall the people who have transgressed nature's way. The
sign of that destruction can be visibly seen today. The city of Sodom is
one of the major archeological sites in the southeastern part of the Dead
Sea.
36 And to Madyan (We sent) their brother Shu'aib, so he said: O my
people! Serve Allah and fear the latter day and do not act corruptly in
the land, making mischief.
37 But they rejected him, so a severe earthquake overtook them, and
they became motion less bodies in their abode.
38 And (We destroyed) `Ad and Thamud, and from their dwellings
(this) is apparent to you indeed; and the Shaitan made their deeds fairseeming to them, so he kept them back from the path, though they
were endowed with intelligence.
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39 And (We destroyed) Qarun and Fir'aun and Haman. And certainly
Musa came to them with clear arguments, but they behaved haughtily
in the land; yet they could not outstrip (Us).
Lut, alayhi-s-salam, migrates physically and the destruction occurs.
Again in these ayat people are warned, remain heedless, are afflicted, annihilated and destroyed. It is a warning for this life and the next. Destruction occurs in this life because in Allah's love and mercy for His creation He wants everyone to be made fit for the garden. And that can only
happen' if it begins now.
Other prophets have gone through the same experiences with different
intensities, locations and forms of affliction. The recurring pattern is that
of a man of knowledge warning his people, trying to deflect them from
misguidance. His success lies in unconcernedly performing his duty towards himself and his Creator. The ultimate reward is his contentment
with himself and the fulfillment of his duty towards his conscience. If
there is an outward fruition of his efforts, he is grateful. If he does not see
it in his lifetime, still he is grateful. His gratitude comes from the fact that
he is in this existence and is following the prescribed path that is ingrained in his heart.
There are not two laws but one law that governs all. There are two
states, the state of wakefulness here, which is relative, and the state of
eternal wakefulness in the next world, which is absolute. The laws of Allah do not change for anyone. The Qur'an says that you never find the
laws of Allah changing. The essence and the laws that emanate from
Him are absolute and unchanging. If man does not want to be subject to
change then he dives into the essence.
The laws of gravity do not change for a prophet. The laws of mechanics did not change for Muhammad, salla-lla'hu `alayhi wa alihi wa sallam.
At `Uhud the arrows flew and broke his teeth. The Prophet, salla-lla'hu
alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, saw the laws which his people did not obey; it
was, in a sense, for their sake that he outwardly acknowledged his affliction, so as to make them rally around him and follow his knowledge; but
the laws did not change for this great and highly tuned being. The laws
continued as did his slavehood, which inspired his followers to travel
the path of correct behavior.
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Man cannot claim to be above the natural laws for they operate at all
levels. He cannot overcome the laws that govern life, especially regarding reaction. Action and reaction are equal and opposite. If he commits
an act it has its effect and its effect is. its reaction, which is as good as the
intention behind the action.
40 So each We punished for his sin; of them was he on whom We sent
down a violent storm, and of them was he whom the rumbling overtook,
and of them was he whom We made to be swallowed up by the earth,
and of them was he whom We drowned. And Allah did not wrong them,
but they wronged themselves.
"So each We punished for his sin." Nature obliterates civilizations
once the culture and path of correct moral conduct degenerates and decays. Some peoples were drowned, others were swallowed up by great
earthquakes or floods, and still more had the affliction of disease and
pestilence.
41 The parable of those who take guardians besides Allah is as the
parable of the spider that makes for itself a house; and most surely the
frailest of the houses is the spider's house - did they but know.
42 Surely Allah knows whatever thing they call upon besides Him;
and He is the Mighty, the Wise.
The spiderweb is totally exposed to the elements of heat, cold, wind
and rain. In fact, the web does not protect the spider from any thing. Its
main function is to provide for the animal its biological continuance by
capturing other insects for food. It is the least secure and the least stable
of mechanisms. Any human being who believes he is secure in what he
has inherited in terms of cultural habits which are not in line with the divine decree, is then dwelling on as flimsy a premise as that of a spider's
web.
One's attachments, phobias and habits are as brittle as the thought that
repeatedly brings them about. The ultimate refuge is with Allah. And
man takes refuge in Allah if he pursues the knowledge of Reality by realizing that everything other than Allah is relative and unsatisfactory -like
the house of the spider; when the rain comes, the web becomes heavy
and breaks apart.
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Taking refuge in Allah, man leaves what is relative and insecure and
orients himself towards what he knows to be the source of everything.
He makes himself a refugee from ignorance to knowledge of Allah. The
closer he gets to that knowledge, the more he discovers the relativity of
everything. Discrimination and wisdom enable him to handle the laws
that govern existence more correctly. He finds them simple to deal with
and therefore has the least trouble in this existence.
The easiest way to become familiar with the laws of existence is to try
to step out of what one is emotionally enmeshed with in one's spiderweb. The web is what a person may weave and consider to be of importance to his heart. If he leaves all of that then his heart has no connection
to the illusions. The heart's function is then natural; it is fitra (innate).
Someone who finds he has become too attached to a place or situation,
will feel as though his heart has been stripped from him when it is taken
away. This is only his imagination.
The spider leaves the torn web behind and spins another one with
little trouble. Man will sit and weep and claim bad luck. He has, however been given the additional faculty of consciousness. With it he can
become aware of being afflicted. He can be conscious of being conscious.
If he delves into pure consciousness he can then dwell with the pure
Source.
From traditions we know that one hour's reflection is better than the
worship of seventy years. Reflecting upon creation is one of the highest
actions one can perform in this existence. Prayer, fasting, and all the pillars of the life transaction are necessarily helpful in the same way as the
structure and foundation of a house are helpful to its occupant. Living in
the house joyfully is the ultimate purpose and is attained by deep reflection. The best time for one to reflect is when one has been jolted, when
one's spiderweb has been torn by the affliction of leaning for support
upon something that has disappeared.
Observing the lives of the Prophets, Imams and the awliya'(friends of
Allah), one finds they were much afflicted. But in their states they recognized their nearness to Allah. It was for them a great blessing and joy.
The Prophet, salla-llahu `alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, on his death bed had
only a handful of people around him. The majority of his friends and
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companions were involved in the arguments and discussions of succession. His affliction was truly great. For people of haqiqa, for people who
want to see the inside of things, his inward state is what was important.
Was he dependent upon the flimsy network of the socalled sahaba (companions) or was he dependent upon the Creator of the
network?
43 And (as for) these parables, We set them forth for men, and none
understand them but the learned.
The further one moves along the path, the greater are the afflictions
that come from the outside. It is the sunna (way) of Allah. The purpose of
afflictions is to make man dependent only on Allah and to thereby increase his knowledge. In a sense, Allah is the most jealous. He does not
want man, even occasionally, to think that he is benefitting or depending
upon anybody else. Yet the courtesy is to thank one who is the vehicle of
help, knowing that at any moment he may become his enemy. This is the
state of the arif (one who knows Allah). This is the true inner meaning of
one's din. All the outer practices are a preparation for inner sight. When
the inner sight is correctly set, the outer practices become the reflection
of correctness. If the inner is right then the outer is right. If the outer is
right then the inner is right.
"And these parables … none understand them but the learned." They
seek to see Allah behind everything. Whenever something manifests
they want to know its root, they want to see its cause and not to be taken
by its effect. For example, if a dear friend turns out to be your enemy,
can you be immediately grateful or not? Think of how merciful Allah is
that He has caused you to discover this new enemy now, rather than ten
years from now. But if you have considered the friendship as a house
of `ankabut (spider), as an abode of safety, then the discovery tears you.
As a positive human being you admit your error, otherwise the ankabut
is better than you, because it goes on without looking back and builds
another place of safety while you continue to establish friendships with
wounds and negative memories.
The laws of Reality are to be lived by and made into a life pattern, not
simply to be talked or written about. Submission is only meaningful for
the people of submission, not for those who talk about it. Islam is for
those who are in the dar (house) of Islam, not for those who study it. If he
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allows himself - if he is alim (knowing, wise), if he is acquiring knowledge, man can fit into the pattern of submission because its essence is
within him.
44 Allah created the heavens and the earth with truth; most surely
there is a sign in this for the believers.
"Allah created the heavens and the earth with truth." There is a sign in
every creational entity. Every breath is a stepping stone along the path of
knowledge. Everywhere one looks there is a sign from which to learn.
45 Recite that which has been revealed to you of the Book and keep
up prayer; surely prayer keeps (one) away from indecency and evil,
and certainly the remembrance of Allah is the greatest, and Allah
knows what you do.
"Recite (read) that which has been revealed to you of the Book."
The command applies to all who follow in the Prophet's footsteps; take
what comes to you of knowledge and apply it so that it becomes internalized, then move towards Allah. If one tries to take more than one step
at a time one is likely to fall. Missing a step on the path is always a weakness. The seeker should move with what is in front of him in the belief
that it is the best for him. Then he will benefit from the step or the state
and his movement will be as fast as his sureness and absorption. Prayers
are a proof and an acknowledgement of glorification and gratitude to
this magnificent gift from the Creator.
"And certainly the remembrance of Allah is the greatest." Whatever
state man is in, he punctuates it with Allahu akbar(God is most great). He
may be in absolute exultation of Reality when he is in ruku` bowing in
prostration) saying,subhana rabbi-l-`azimi Wa bihamdih, seeing beyond his
frailty and forgetfulness the magnificence of the Creator through His creation; but when he stands up he says, Allahu akbar.
There is always Allahu akbar. No matter what openings man has, Allahu
akbar. Allah is greater than what you imagine. No matter what knowledges come to man, Allahu akbar, because it is still only within Allah's
ocean of knowledge. Allah's remembrance of man is greater than man's
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remembrance of Him and Allah's remembrance of the believer is greater
than the believer's remembrance of Allah - Allahu akbor.
46 And do not dispute with the followers of the Book except by what
is best except those of them who act unjustly. And say: We believe in that
which has been revealed to us and revealed to you, and our God and
your God is One, and to Him do we submit.
This is enjoined upon the Muslims not to argue or discuss with the
people who have had a book revealed to them, such as the Christians or
the Jews. The Prophet, salla-llahu 'alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, recommended
that his followers neither confirm nor deny what they say be cause his
message, the Qur'an, would eventually become evident and supercede
the knowledge of the Christians and Jews.
An example of this is the simple case of the stoning of the adultererwhich was enjoined by the Prophet lbrahim, `alayhi-s-salam, and reconfirmed by the Prophet Musa, `alayhi-s-salam, and then by the Prophet
`Isa, alayhi-s-salam. But in the traditions of questionable authenticity that
have been handed down to the Christians, the Prophet `Tsa, alayhi-solam, dismissed the adulteress who was brought to him by witnesses. He
asked them: Which one of you is righteous and has no sin? When none of
them could answer, he dismissed the woman. `Isa's criterion for freeing
the woman was not complete.
The Prophet, salla-llahu 'alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, clearly established the
law that there is a need for four sinless, righteous men to have actually
observed the act. Recognizing the law transmitted by Muhammad, sallallahu 'alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, as the perfect law, there is no question of
discussion or argument. The Muslim follows what he regards to be the
ultimate and perfect law. All that he can do is to say that his Lord and
their Lord are one. Diving into the ocean oftawhid, he hopes that they
will recognize the perfection of the path of submission.
A book is not necessarily contained within pages. Muslims and seekers
must not judge against other paths which do not have one visible book
or one visible prophet. A book means a way of conduct.
From this point of view the Buddhists may be considered people of the
book, (ahl al-kitab). A book reveals the nature of Reality and indicates the
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way towards understanding it. Many cultures of the world have a book,
such as the people of China and India. The Christians and Jews are mentioned in the Qur'an while the Buddhists and Taoists are not, because the
former were there at the time and in the region in which the Qur'an was
revealed.
The correct behavior towards the people who believe or have had a
message from a Prophet is that one should discuss things with them in
the best possible way. There are no differences in what the Prophet
Muhammad, salla-llahu 'alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, brought and what the
other Prophets brought before him. The message is one but it may be distorted or ignored.
The Qur'an says to tell the people who follow other religions, other
books, that all the paths are but one path. There has been only one path
and that is the path of Islam, which is unquestioning submission. By
questioning, one cannot get to the source of the question; one remains at
the level of hearing the question and decoding its outer manifestation.

47 And thus have We revealed the Book to you. So those whom We
have given the Book believe in it, and of these there are those who believe in it, and none deny Our communications except the unbelievers.
The first stage of getting the book is physically receiving the message
through the ears. Today getting the book is taking out some thing called
a book from a library, getting an outer appearance, an outward message.
Man will not get it unless its seed or essence is within him. He will acknowledge an outer experience only if he has the faculty and the ability
to comprehend it inwardly. If the ability is not there, no matter what
sound is made outside, it will not make an impact on him. If the essence
is not within his conscious faculties, the Book or any book for that matter, will not make sense to him. He must unify with the message.
Those who have been given the book are those who have received the
message and understood it. They have unified the outward message or
teaching with their inner reflection and awakening. Their belief cannot
be taken away from them. An outer sound has connected to an inner resonance. An outer message has connected with an inner call that had been
dormant. The outer message activated the inner light and made it
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obvious to them. It was Allah's gift to their fitra (innate nature); it was in
their genes.
Once man comprehends the message of tawhid, he sees the one connecting factor in everything and it ends his confusion. Thereafter he will
always connect the cause and the effect of events. He will have contentment because he perceives meaning in events. The seeker who has had a
taste or a glimpse of the fact that that which he sees outside of him is also
inside him, is helped until he discovers this phenomenon in every aspect
of existence. He becomes more confirmed in the science of tawhid and
thereby moves closer to the real awakening in his heart.
The majority of people who say that they believe in Allah and the
Prophet Muhammad, salla-llahu `alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, are hopeful believers. They have consciously put themselves in a situation where real
belief is likely to occur. They say: ashhadu an la ilaha illa-llah wa ashhadu
anna Muhammadan rasalu-llah. They have accepted the hypothesis. The
proof of it will only come when belief is actually experienced. The path is
about Allah and nothing changes this. The purpose of creation is to enter
into belief. Nothing is wrong with action in the world provided it does
not cause harm, but rather leads one closer to higher knowledge.
Once one comes to know the laws that govern creation, nothing comes
as a surprise. No event is bewildering anymore because the essence of
`peace of mind', that is already ingrained in man, has been brought to
consciousness. Man does not like to be disturbed unnecessarily or unjustly. The natural laws themselves are, in fact, a continuum 'of action
and reaction. They are one ripple after another, one cause leading to another effect.
The nature of this world is to be in upheaval, and if you do not recognize the basis upon which the final revelation to mankind descended in
its complete form, you will be in continual upheaval. The nature of Reality that is beaming within man makes him desire to be timeless, eternal,
forever-living, ever-sustaining, ever-independent. These are attributes of
God. If he acts according to his capacity, why should he be afflicted with
upheaval? The nature of dunya (world in a negative material sense) is to
repeatedly be torn like the house of the spider. There is no end to the dynamic rise and fall of the movement of events.
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No bird has ever gone up but that it has come down. No one gains affection but that soon he gains hatred. No one builds a house and family
but that he loses them. If he does not lose them during his life, he will
lose them at his death - this is the cycle. Man has come to die. Experiencing death in the now is the final and absolute confirmation of the message of submission. If man submits to it totally, he finds nothing wrong
with the secondary reality or that which has come from Reality.
If man does not submit, he finds anger and disappointment within
himself. It is an expression of ignorance of existence. He wants to make
the rules of this world, but because he is not God, he cannot. The din tells
him to stop his anger now because its nature is fire. One does not simply
suppress anger allowing it to manifest later. Anger is suppressed in the
hope that the reason for the anger will be reflected upon.
48 And you did not recite before it any book, nor did you transcribe
one with your right hand, for then could those who say untrue things
have doubted.
The Prophet, salla-llahu `alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, did not copy anything. He could not physically read that which came before through other prophets. He was an orphaned desert boy who, early on in his life,
had cared for his own existential needs. But he was endowed with discrimination and soon realized that the ways to knowledge existing
around him were actually ways of transgression and loss, so he avoided
them. Then, through the purest of hearts, the tree of knowledge bore
fruit within him and gave provision to everyone around him. Outwardly, he did not have access to historical information and knowledge
that came before him, but in his breast he had the heart of a man of
knowledge able to contain the final glorious message to mankind.
Following the Prophet, salla-llahu alayhi wa alihi wa sallam,is the path of
Islam. It is a pure, easy and direct path, if one does not complicate it by
intellectualizing. If one claims to follow in the Prophet's footsteps then it
is up to him to cleanse his breast of debris and make it available to receive that which it is fit for, the root of which is already there in its fitra.
Guidance does not come from outside. Allah permeates everything: He is
Muhit (the All-Encompassing). Anything in man's breast which he considers important, is an idol, and clearing it from the heart facilitates the
growth of original, innate knowledge.
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49 Nay! these are clear communications in the breasts of those who are
granted knowledge; and none deny Our communications except the
unjust.
50 And they say: Why are not signs sent down upon him from his
Lord? Say: The signs are only with Allah, and I am only a plain warner.
The message of Reality is clear in the heart of those who are granted
knowledge. Everyone has the potential of being granted this knowledge.
But the potential has to be cultivated like a seed. The seed of ignorance is
easily nourished because the lower nature of man is to be at a loss - innal-insana lafi khusr "surely man is at a loss." To know how to nourish the
seed of knowledge so that it grows is the purpose of existence. And it
comes to man spontaneously by his willingness to dissociate from otherthan Allah.
51 Is it not enough for them that We have revealed to you the Book
which is recited to them? Most surely there is mercy in this and a reminder for a people who believe.
"Is it not enough for them that We have revealed to you the Book?" It
is as though man has evolved to such a point that he does not need miraculous outer events to shake him out of his lethargy in order to listen to
the one and only message. The Prophet had one tool, one miracle. He
could talk of Reality and be understood by everyone. Other prophets
came with visible openings to jolt men out of their lethargy. It was relatively clumsy but easily understood.
The miracle of Islam was that the Prophet could talk about the nature
of Reality in all its aspects through his own voice which was like that of
other men, bringing about a measure of familiarity and contentment to
those around him. Merely seeing somebody like themselves living according to the revelation gave them great encouragement. That is the supreme miracle of Islam. The Prophet, salla-llahu `alayhi wa alihi wa sallam,some of the sahaba and the Ahl ul-Bayt had the power to perform miracles, but this was not emphasized. It was not what the Prophet came
with. The message of tawhid was used as the spearhead of attack against
the nafs and ignorance.
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The one who has knowledge of the message of the Qur'an uses it like a
doctor uses his knowledge, giving it to everyone who needs a cure or
who is able to take it to another village to cure other people. There is also
specialized knowledge for individualized treatment. When the doctor
sees that a patient's heart is jammed and unable to move, he must, by the
grace of Allah, produce a miracle. The miracle of miracles is to demonstrate to the patient tawhid, the oneness behind multiplicity. The followers in the footsteps of the Prophet, the Imams, awliya, and salihun (doers
of good), may have appeared to perform miracles, but it was for their patients. These manifestations were odd phenomena and are not to be
dwelled upon.
52 Say: Allah is sufficient as a witness between me and you; He knows
what is in the heavens and the earth. And (as for) those who believe in
the falsehood and disbelieve in Allah, these it is that are the losers.
For the Prophet, salla-llahu alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, and those who believe in his message, it is enough that Allah is a witness between them.
They believe with certainty in their hearts in the all-encompassing mercy
of Allah and have abandoned themselves into its ever-flowing river of
light. That certainty brings about, enough joy and contentment to suffice
them. They do not care for the doubts nor for the afflictions of others.
Those who are at a loss, who have not found the subtle way of tuning
themselves into the right path, are following a way that can only lead to
a dead end. The believer looks forward to the ultimate freedom from the
chains of this dunya. He is looking forward to the final call that is signified by the experience of death. The person who does not have enough
certainty in his heart, clings onto what he has invested in and what he
knows of this world.
53 And they ask you to hasten on the chastisement; and had not a
term been appointed, the chastisement would certainly have come to
them; and most certainly it will come to them all of a sudden while
they perceive not.
54 They ask you to hasten on the chastisement, and most surely hell
encompasses the unbelievers;
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55 On the day when the chastisement shall cover them from above
them, and from beneath their feet; and He will say: Taste what you
did.
The ignorant ones whose hearts are set and almost dead, ask: Where
are the miracles? If bad deeds have destructive effects, where is the
chastisement? Why does it not happen now? Reward or punishment is
not necessarily immediately noticed. There could be a subtle time
delay factor. A man who is given to a great deal of anger and agitation
may not feel the reaction of his behavior for a few days, but eventually
it will manifest in the form of an ulcer or some other illness. It takes
time for it to set.
An example in the political arena is the faded economic glory of the
British Empire which was built upon the colonial subjugation of millions
upon millions of people. Now the effects of what they did are rebounding on them. The reaction to the unjust and selfish treatment of their subjects has taken decades if not centuries to show its direct effect upon
them, economically and morally.
Jahannam, the big fire, the eternal state of affliction; is already surrounding those who are not tuning themselves to the state ofimin. One
does not readily notice the fire one kindles by incorrect actions because
of one's limited perception and understanding. However, on the day of
resurrection, on the day of reckoning where there is no possibility of personal interpretations or excuses, the fire that man has invested in during
this life is so all-encompassing, that the man of denial sees nothing other
than it surrounding him on every side. In this life man thinks he can escape it through one channel or another. On the next level of consciousness there is absolutely no escape.
56 O My servants who believe! surely My earth is vast, therefore Me
alone should you serve.
57 Every soul must taste of death, then to Us you will be returned.
Existentially, the believer in Allah is afflicted, tested and often opposed by his own people, as were the early adherents to the Muhammadi message. If effectively overcoming this opposition in his homeland
is not possible, the way out of the affliction is to leave. A point is reached
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in his life where he cannot bear the extent and depth of opposition surrounding him; he reaches his limit. Then a new energy sets in as he
moves in a direction toward more conducive grounds. The whole creation belongs to Allah.
If there is tyranny in a situation where one is not given the oppor-tunity to live according to the path of truth and iman, then one should search
for another place of dwelling. This applies to one's family, community
and nation. It has been the practice of all the prophets and those who follow them: seeking until one can strengthen one's understanding and
knowledge of Reality and discovering where one can benefit others who
are striving towards the same goal.
The meaning of death is in every heart. If man were to truly, absolutely and fearlessly submit, then it would be very easy to experience. In
this creation man experiences the good and the bad, the sour and the
sweet, health and illness, and in the same way he will experience the opposite to the life-line upon which he is hanging. He will experience death
which at this moment in life is only a concept.
A similarity may be recognized in the mini-death of sleep. Final and
absolute separation of ruh (spirit) from the body will take place, and
there will be no possibility of return to the body. At the point of death
man will know that he has returned to the ultimate foundation. In other
words, he will know the meaning of thumma ilayna turjaun, "then to us
you return." He is already in Allah by Allah, but he may not recognize it
fully; he may not always spontaneously be aware of it. Everyone will
come to know that he has returned to Allah, that he is not separate from
Allah. This is an all-encompassing law, governing all mankind. At the
point of death, he will suddenly realize that he has fallen into Allah's
web, which encompasses all other webs of experiences and creations.
For the mu'min, his return, his death, is a continuation of his life. He
has already recognized in this life that he is acting by Allah. But the raja
(return) that Allah refers to is an absolute and final one. The man
of iman takes this aya as his ultimate security when afflicted by the wind
of opposition and doubt. The mu'min's death is the beginning of the next
awakening. His capital and strength at the point of death is what he will
have invested in life, according to the purity of his actions based on his
intentions. Allah says: "Everyone will rr*et the face of Allah."
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The mu'min wants to see it now. His desire for this goal is measured by
the extent of his abandonment of actions emanating from his selfish and
lower motives.
If a man's actions in this life are not motivated by fear, anxiety, disappointment, love or hate, then his actions are purely and simply inspired.
The reactions to those actions are not going to afflict him.
He is closer to the knowledge of Allah here and now. Ultimately, a
point comes when he experiences life and death simultaneously. From
then on, the physical death is for him, only a natural phenomenon which
is hardly of any consequence. This is what the sufis call fana' fillah(obliteration of the self in Allah). It is a state of awareness that keeps
one constantly in remembrance that at any moment he may die.
Thus death and life become familiar to the one who has experi-enced fana' fi llah. He recognizes that both emanate from one source and
that source is Allah. He goes beyond the opposites. The ordinary man
who has not tasted his death has to wait. He will also come to know that
behind the opposites is Allah and his return is to Allah - inna li-llahi wa
inna ilayhi raji`un: "We are by Allah and to Allah we return". Man is supported by Allah, sustained by the one and only Reality which manifests
mercy in the form of outward sustenance.
Fana is a phenomenon that is within duality. Man talks in a discriminating capacity about something that is connected with oneness. In oneness there is no discrimination. In the garden, Sayyidna Adam, `alayhi-ssalam, did not know the meaning of a lie so he did not discern
who shaytan (satan) was. He had not experienced lies because he was the
first of human creation. When shaytan spoke to him he believed that
what he heard was the truth. He did not know the opposite of truth just
as we do not know death.
The taste of fana' is ingrained in man's genes. It is not something that
he will attain but something he will gain by ridding himself of
everything that is other than Allah, by dislodging himself from what he
considers to be real or solid. He will attain it by extracting himself from
the spider's web he has woven of habits and patterns: the way he reacts,
the way he sits, the way he eats. To taste annihilation the seeker must be
willing to let go of what he has.
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Correcting oneself is by knowing the bounds and knowing how one
has arrived at where one is. Observing oneself objectively will immediately liberate one's next actions. They will be neutral actions which will
move from bitterness to sweetness. The process is natural. The change
does not occur immediately. The human being first has to stop his wrong
actions and then enter into a condition of neutrality. Only then can the
next stage develop naturally.
58 And (as for) those who believe and do good, We will certainly give
them abode in the high places in gardens beneath which rivers flow,
abiding therein; how good the reward of the workers.
The more man acts fi sabili-llah, the more he ceases to act for himself;
thus, he is freer of the fire of disappointments and is more apt to be in
the garden. Man is in either one of two states: happiness or sadness, contentment or discontentment, relaxation or tension, security or insecurity,
love or hate. As an active being he has to be in one or more of these
states according to various degrees. The less there is of hate in his heart
the more there is of love. The more he is fulfilled, the less empty he is.
Ramadan,( month of fasting) is clothed by physical emptiness, leading
to inward cleansing. One starts by physically limiting oneself in order to
achieve inner freedom. Outer purification will lead to inner purification.
For the common Muslim,Ramadan is limiting the intake of food and
drink. For the discriminating Muslim, it is prohibiting the senses from
anything that is undesirable. For the true mu'min, it is focusing the heart
upon Allah and nothing else but Him. Acting in goodness for the purpose of purification will give the believer a taste of the garden. The
breadth of that taste will be according to the purity of his intention. The
rivers that nourish the trees of the garden are not visible.
They are underground and hidden. The state of the garden receives
nourishment invisibly from the rivers of haqiaa. The rivers of sharia are
clear. Knowing how to make a garden blossom in this life in all its aspects, in all its dynamic interconnectedness, can be applied to the inward. There is a gardener in everyone. If man knows how the ecology of
the garden works, it is more likely that he will see the overall ecology
that sustains him. This is the original motive for scientific research.
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59 Those who are patient, and on their Lord do they rely.
60 And how many a living creature that does not carry its sustenance: Allah sustains it and yourselves; and He is the Hearing, the
Knowing.
61 And if you ask them, Who created the heavens and the earth and
made the sun and the moon subservient, they will certainly say, Allah.
Whence are they then turned away?
When one does not immediately see the benefit of one's work, one
must trust that the time needed for inner growth is not the same as that
for outer growth. One may not recognize any inner openings for a long
time and then suddenly perceive a quantum movement forward. Patience, as far as spiritual progress is concerned, is a necessary condition.
It is the foundation upon which everything is built.
Outwardly, there is a limit to patience. Having planted a plant in the
ground, one may find that it does not grow, and after six months the
growing season has come and gone. The gardener who knows would
pull it to examine the roots, and might find them rotten. He was impatient for the plant to grow, but because he acted from knowledge his
judgement was correct.
One cannot accurately judge inner progress in relation to physical
time. The effects of previous actions might take twenty years to neu-tralize. It is like a well that is being dug, and there is no sign of water and no
encouragement that there might be a real spring beneath the ground until perhaps the last two centimeters when the water suddenly appears.
That is the meaning of patience; perseverance is necessary until water is
struck. Through the intensity of one's devotion and abandonment, under
the guidance of a true teacher, one may be able to overcome one's past
more quickly. Successfully doing this will be according to the degree of
one's true submission.
"And how many a living creature that does not carry its sustenance."
Man, the highest of creation, need not have anxiety about his provision.
Animals do not, nor do they carry their provisions on their backs. They
move from one pasture to another, roam and are nourished and sustained as they grow. They move, act and do their best, and the generous
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Reality provides. But creation is of a dual nature and an effort must be
made, the palm tree must be shaken. For man, however, the more he accumulates, the more he uses a backup in the form of wealth and possessions, the greater is the possibility of his forgetting his true security and
dependence upon Allah. He arrogantly depends on something else.
Everything has come from Allah. There is nothing wrong with gold
and money, but accumulating them requires an investment of time and
heart. Investing in them makes man dependent on them. The fault is not
in the gold itself, for by it the quality of human life may be enhanced, but
in the attachment to it.
The promise of the Creator regarding spiritual evolution is that everyone will evolve into a state of absolute dependence on Reality and complete efficiency in his functionings in this life. That dependence,
that tawakkul, expressed by hasbun Allahu wa ni ma-l-wakil (Allah is sufficient and the best of Guardians), and la hawla wa la'quwata illa billah (no
power and no strength except in Allah), will bring about a situation in
which an individual spontaneously knows how to obtain whatever he
wants. He will then be free to perceive meanings.
The strong mu'min is better than the weak mu'min. The mu'minwho
has access to wealth is more useful to his neighbors and society than
the mu'min who does not, and who only sits with atasbih (prayer beads)
in the corner of a mosque. That man has saved himself but he has done
nothing for others.
Man can conceptually understand that there is one source from which
everything emanates, one cause from which all effects arise. The fear of
provision, the fear of not living well, the fear of not having a positive
outer environment, are very critical in man's progress toward submission, and his spiritual evolution. Man generally has fear of provision.
What matters is the degree to which that fear enslaves him. If he allows it
to justify his actions then it is in control. But the fact that it can be talked
about means that the fear is understood.
Seeking provision may be positive in that it tests man, spurring him on
to positive actions. He obtains the true means of sustenance when he has
turned away from the world, genuinely, in his heart and not simply by
his actions. Man is accountable for whatever comes into his hands. He
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should not throw things away. 'Ali, alayhi-s-salam, said: What
is halal (lawful) you are accountable for and what is haram (forbidden)
you are punished for.
62Allah makes abundant the means of subsistence for whom He
pleases of His servants, and straitens them for whom (He pleases)
surely Allah is Cognizant of all things.
63 And if you ask them Who is it that sends down water from the
clouds, then gives life to the earth with it after its death, they will certainly say, Allah. Say: All praise is due to Allah. Nay, most of them do
not understand.
Fear of provision is very deep and everyone is tested by it. Those who
are involved in business will often find that eighty percent of their income comes from twenty percent of their activity. Often provision comes
from where one is not looking. This is true for material wealth as well as
spiritual wealth. It is proof of how clumsy man is and how subtle Reality
is. Opening up one's heart to the wonderment
of this existence, wandering in the garden of this creation in complete
trust, utter submission and humility brings joy as a by product.
There are many traditions describing how Allah's love for His creation
manifests by withholding as well as by giving. Allah gives and then
withholds in order to see whether the slave will continue to be in praise.
Allah says: "You plot and I plot and I am the best of plotters." Allah's
plot is to enable man to break through the plot that he has woven around
himself, thinking that he has made a safe abode. Allah's plot is to purify
the degree of man's iman and trust. The more man moves on the path,
the subtler are the tests so that the individual may see the real extent of
his trust.
When man thinks he is safe, that safety will be shattered if Allah loves
him. Trust in Allah can develop after only a few days, or because he
thinks His love is remote it could develop only after years. It is nothing
other than the love of Allah that withholds his provision from him in order that he can see himself frightened, jolted and disturbed. It is then
that he has to be steadfast, doing his utmost at all times. If in discussions
you were always right then you would learn nothing. It is at the moment
when one realizes that one is wrong that one learns. It is the love of Allah
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if there is provision, and it is the love of Allah if there is no provision.
Allah's perfect love manifests in His laws that govern this existence. His
consistent love manifests in these unchanging laws.
64 And this life of the world is nothing but a sport and a play; and as
for the next abode, that most surely is the life - did they but know!
65 So when they ride in the ships they call upon Allah, being sincerely obedient to Him, but when He brings them safe to the land,
then they associate others (with Him);
66 Thus they become ungrateful for what We have given them, so
that they may enjoy; but they shall soon know.
67 Do they not see that We have made a sacred territory secure,
while men are carried off by force from around them? Will they still
believe in the falsehood and disbelieve in the favor of Allah?
68 And who is more unjust than one who forges a lie against Allah, or
gives the lie to the truth when it has come to him? Will not in hell be the
abode of the unbelievers?
Life on earth is like a mirage or a play that does not last. It is not dependable nor is it built upon a firm foundation. Life is flimsy like the
house of the spider, perishing and then being recreated. Man's abode of
worth is that state or situation which allows him to sit-quietly - aqil (in
full possession of one's mental capabilities) - his thoughts being tied, reflecting on the fact that what is beyond time is within him. Once a momentary glimpse of this is captured through the experience of momentary death, his boat begins to sail on the ocean of knowledge.
"So when they ride in the ships they call upon Allah." Whenever
man is disturbed, he has to physically abandon into the disturbance.
When he is on a ship or in a hurricane, when everything is shattered,
when all his relationships have been broken, when he has no home or
country, when nobody wants him, he will quite naturally call upon the
power of the invisible. But once some sort of tangible help appears, once
an anchor has been dropped, then the self arises and man forgets.
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When man has nothing or is in trouble it is much easier for him to depend upon Allah. Even if he only has a small possession it is much more
difficult to remember. It is for that reason that the sufi says the path is
much easier for those who have everything and do not care for it, who
have access to everything and do not find it interesting or satisfactory.
The path of truth is very difficult for those who have little and desire
more. These people invest most of their lives to pay for their little
houses, their monuments. When their houses get scratched, their hearts
are scratched. But a person who could have owned the whole world
finds no use for it. He is not interested because he knows that he can
only digest one or two meals a day and that he can only sleep on one bed
at a time. Those in the middle are at a loss and they are the majority
-aktharahum la ya qilun (most of them do not understand). This is why the
majority of the people of heart resent the bourgeois existence. It is not a
political doctrine, it is a spiritual one.
Muhammad, salla-llahu alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, had been promised all
kinds of material gifts by his tribe if, in return, he would abandon the
message. The social structure of Mecca was threatened because it was
based on superstition, tyranny and accumulating wealth, like the
banking-financial system of today (it is the real government). If one turns
away from it, not wanting a loan or a bank account, then one becomes
the biggest threat to the system.
The rebel protesting in the street is no threat. On the contrary, he is
caught in the system itself. So long as the system is there and so long as
he cannot have it, he will want to destroy it. The way to be free of it is to
get it out of the heart. In recognizing its evil man can turn away, in a positive manner, to build a system that will enable him, his offspring and his
friends, to taste joy. If one first collapses the tent of materialism in one's
heart then one will find that the kufr (denial) system is also on its way towards collapse. Energy will be saved and one's actions will bring about
positiveness. One also will find more people who are awake.
69 And (as for) those who strive hard for Us, We will most certainly
guide them in Our ways; and Allah is most surely with the doers of
good.
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The way to polish the nafs, the way to drop off the layers of arrogance
and self-importance, is through jihad, striving at all times. When the nafs
is first revealed to the seeker, the struggle is very tiring because the nafs
is rebellious. Later on he finds that he thrives on exposing
the nafs because it polishes the mirror. At first, the mirror has many layers of dust on it. Scraping it is hard work. Later on, polishing it is as easy
as lightly passing a cloth over it. The seeker desires the light because he
sees the benefit of it. Suddenly he is the reflector of Reality. His heart reflects the truth.
Striving at all times is unavoidable. No one is spared struggle because
life is based entirely upon movement and dynamism -that is how time is
experienced. At all times one strives more and more, harder and harder,
and as a result, one finds that the afflictions become subtler and subtler.
Everyone is completely caught in a web which manifests in time because
man is a creature suspended in time whose essence is beyond time. He
has come from a Reality which encompasses here and beyond, beginning
and end, manifestation and non-manifestation, life and death.
In order to resonate and vibrate that knowledge, in order to reflect that
knowledge in his own small reflector, man must abandon into the complete solid web in which he is caught and from which there is no escape.
If he has completely and utterly abandoned into it then that web itself
will resonate him; then he is the hand of Allah, the eye of Allah, the
tongue of Allah, and then he moves by the mercy and grace of Allah. He
has unified. He has directly, experientially abandoned into tawhid.
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Chapter

4

Surat ur-Rahman
The Beneficent

Introduction
This sura is attributed to the early Meccan period. There is a tradition
related to the Prophet, salla-llahu alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, in which he
says: "For everything there is a bride, and the bride of the Qur'an is surat ur-Rahman." It is the only surawhich begins with a divine name. It contains aspects and contrasting parts of creation in pairs: visible man and
invisible jinn; heaven and earth; land and sea; happiness and wretchedness. All are signs and effects emanating from the one Cause.
In the Name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful.
1 The Beneficent God,
2 Taught the Qur'an.
3 He created man,
4 Taught him the clear evidence.
Ar-Rahman (the Merciful) is one of the key attributes of Allah. Every
attribute is an aya a sign indicating the oneness of Allah. Everything in
creation is permeated with and connected to Him.
In order for the rahma (mercy) of the Rahman to be understood, appreciated and experienced, knowledge has been given to man. One cannot
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understand something unless it is experienced. The most valuable knowledge in life's journey is the knowledge of the Qur'an. Man's link to God
is through the Qur'an, through the Book, through the knowledge that
will enable him to see the all-encompassing mercy. The meaning of the
hadith (tradition) that Muhammad, salla-llahu alayhi wa alihi wa sallam (peace and blessings be upon him and his family), was created before
the creation of Adam, is that the light of the path existed before Adam.
After the Qur'an, man,bani Adam was created. So knowledge - the light of
Islam, the light of the Qur'an - existed before khalaqa-i- insan (He created
man).
The Creator contains the knowledge of what He will create. The
highest creation is the Muhammadi being, the perfect being. The knowledge of this final product, the ultimate being, the khalifa (deputy) of Allah, was with the one and only Knower, with the Alim. The light of
Muhammad was there when Adam was still between water and clay.
The purpose of creation was to create the perfect man, the last of the
prophets, the one after whom nothing new could be added.
Every aspect of the Creation has the label of the Creator on it. Creation
is in His name. By His decree His rahma is manifested as the knowledge
of the Qur'an. His rahma then becomes the creational act - khalaqa-l- insan - making wider ripples through the `evidence'. Bayan is the clear
evidence which emanates from what is most subtle, penetrating the
gross physical manifestations towards which rnan orients his perception.
This is the knowledge of witnessing. Everything that is seen bears witness to the cause of its creation and to its being subject to the decree of
the Beneficent.
The knowledge of the Qur'an is the knowledge of tawhid(divine unity),
In this instance, rahma may also mean thetawhid of the Wahid, the One.
Access to Him is through the knowledge of His decree, which is the
Book. Creation took place according to the decree. The bayan is an outcome of the nature of that creation.
Man seeks evidence for everything. He is always seeking knowledge.
He seeks to know the cause, effect and proof of things. Nothing is
haphazard, everything- leaves its trace. Man is the trace of the Creator;
he is His evidence. Everything in His existence is an ayatu-llah (sign of
Allah). If man knows himself, then he has known the meaning of
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guardianship or lordship, rububiyya. Man arafa nafsahu fa-qad arafa rabbahu. "He who knows himself has known his Lord" (hadith)
5 The sun and the moon follow a reckoning.
6 And the herbs and the trees adore (Him).
The physical vehicle of man depends upon the mixture of minerals,
proteins and all other elements subtly interconnected with the entire cosmic balance. Life cannot exist without the sun. When the sun begins to
disappear, life will begin to cease in its different forms, and after a short
period of time will end totally. The sun is self-effulgent while the moon
is a faithful reflector, though it too has its influence over life.
As Reality is self-evident, so is Allah self-evident. Reality's reflector is
the Prophet, salla-llahu `alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, Both the sun and the
moon have a beginning and an end, like the two sides of a coin. The cosmic journey had its start and will have its end. But beginning and ending
have one nature - the coin is one coin. The subject is one subject but there
are two aspects to it, facing each other. This is the condition of the journey in this universe; it is also the condition of the self-generating light
and its reflection.
"And the herbs and the trees adore (Him)." Najm means herbs or
grasses, and also means a star. Najama is to appear, to become clear, evident. `Ilmu-n-nujim is the science of astrology, of predicting the future. Najjam is an astrologer,Shajar is a plant that has a saq, a trunk or
stem. The plants themselves do sajda ( prostration). All of creation
does sajda - those that have a visible body supporting them and those that
are creeper-like; those that have the characteristic of uprightness and
those that do not; those who do iqama, who stand up acknowledging
their Creator, and those who crawl from one misery to another. Whether
an entity looks dependent and is striving upwards like the shajar (tree),
or is afloat like the najm (star), appearing independent, it is in
prostration.
Sajada also means to adore. Entities adore, prostrate, and are under the
control of the one Reality. It makes no difference whether they are celestial entities or terrestrial entities, they are all under the haymana of Allah
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(guardianship or control). They are under the control of the one and only
Controller - they have no option but to be in sujud (prostration).
7 And the heaven, He raised it high, and He set up the balance,
As part of creation the heavens are uplifted. The cosmos is expanded
and the balance of its destiny has been set by al-mizan (the balance). The
entire cosmic creation is based on the balancing forces that hold it together, keeping it, as well as one's inner loftiness and spirit, in dynamic flux.
Imam Husayn, alayhi-s-salam, was asked about ar-Rahman in the
first aya of this sura , He said, "The Giver of the ruh ( soul, spirit) will also
give the raha (rest and comfort)." One will be given according to the extent to which he lifts him self up through the balance
of shari`a and haqiqa, the outward path and the inner truth. Everything is
in balance. Balance does not only mean justice, it also means that every
aspect of this creation, heavenly or otherwise, affects its opposite.
Transgression is against both oneself and everyone else, because there
is no otherness. If someone unjustly destroys another human being, he
symbolically destroys the entire creation, which includes himself. Every
human being contains the meaning of everything. To reestablish the balance, the killer himself has to be destroyed. From the point of view
ofhaqiqa, killing one thing is killing everything. As upholders
ofshari'a, men must act accordingly: the killer's punishment is the same
as his crime.
Because he has destroyed himself in the meaning sense, so too must he
be destroyed in the physical sense.
If love is destroyed in the meaning sense, then one had better destroy
it in the physical sense and part company. If there is no love or respect
between two people, it will be reflected: the inner will emerge in the
outer.
Man cannot take something from one side of a balance without the
other side being imbalanced. It may be so subtle that he does not see it,
but nothing goes unheeded by Allah. Smallness, as far as the balancing
act in creation is concerned, is as significant as bigness. Look at the size
of the atom bomb compared to the destruction that it does. What is the
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size of love? Man is not the judge or the balancer, Allah is. He measures
everything in His judgement. What is the quality of aruh?
Is someone's ruh better than someone else's?
Man expects equity which means that, potentially, everyone has the
same base. He does not accept someone being placed higher than himself. There is equity but there is no equality. One fellow spends his life
polishing his heart, doing good deeds, while another does not. In using
his aql (faculty of reason) man can understand that equality does not
exist.
For example, every finger is different from every other finger. They are
not equal, but there is equity among them in that they can perform similar functions. Each finger can potentially have the same effect, though
each is unique. If someone builds a house while you spend your time
listening to the birds, in the end you will not have a house and he will
not be an expert in bird calls. Having a house is not equal to being able to
distinguish bird calls, they are different. But you will accept this inequality because you have enjoyed listening to the birds. There is no equality
here, but there is equity.
Spiritually, everyone has the same possibility of dying into Reality, of
knowing Allah. How can anyone say that his heart is better than
someone else's? There is no equality because not every potential will be
realized. Not everyone will be in complete abandonment; not everyone
will be pure of heart.
Man's potential is restricted within the bounds of certain circumstances. For example, a person may have only one leg as the result of an
accident or birth defect. Within these bounds, however, there is no restriction in the degree to which one may abandon, the degree to which
one may believe, the degree to which one may live in ihsan (state of doing good deeds). During life's journey one's intentions may be increasingly purified. If this were not the case where would the rahma of Allah
be? If there is jabr (predestined, inescapable decree of fate), there is
no rahma. The rahma of Allah is the freedom of man's spiritual progress
by his abandonment.
In this life people are either on higher or lower spiritual and material
planes. This is the outcome of the interaction of man's will with the
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creational laws and realities, some of which he may never overcome.
Someone who has lost a leg cannot grow another one. It is a limitation,
but which is more important, a physical limitation or a spiritual
limitation?
Through knowledge of the Book of creation, through the Qur'an,
the Rahman has given man the possibility of rising towards Allah to the
ultimate degree. Reaching this goal is by means of avoiding other-than
Allah. That is the freedom man has, otherwise he is limited. Everyone
has a limitation, every prophet has a limitation, every seeker has a limitation. Where man is not limited is in the degree to which he can depend
on Allah, abandon into Allah, and have no thought except of Allah and
no expectation than of Allah. To unify one's destiny with Allah's will that is freedom.
Man will sometimes accept situations that do not allow him the possibility
of
absolute taqwa (fearful awareness),
of
being
a
true khalifa (representative) of Allah, because that is the mark of his humanity. It is the Creator's mark upon man. He therefore has to strive. The
path is clear. It is the path of Islam based on the knowledge of the
Qur'an, which is the manifestation of Allah's rahma.
8 That you may not exceed in the measure.
9 And keep up the balance with equity and do not make the measure
deficient.
Tagha is to overflow, to go beyond bounds. Taghiya is a despot or tyrant. Tyranny is gross. There are many subtler forms of transgression
which are more difficult to discern and which one must get rid of so that
one does not cut across the laws of Reality. Allah's way is the perfect mizan (balance),free of transgression.
Aqimu is from aqama, to establish, keep in order, make right.Wazn
is weight or the importance given to things. Qist is allotment, a portion of
what is due, justice, equity. Allah says that He has established the balance. As the representative of Reality, man has to be faithful to Allah,
Who has established the perfect balance.
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"And do not make the measure deficient." Khasara is to lose. If man
loses the balance he has lost himself because he has allowed the lower
self to act according to its orientation of imbalance and kufr (denial). It is
denial of the Rahman.Suddenly he finds that creation has toppled him
over, leaving him no access to the purpose of creation, which is the
knowledge of Qur'an.
One of the Imams said: "When a man is in darkness, the Qur'an becomes to him like a dark tomb or derelict house: it gives him no nourishment or support." This is the case with the majority of mankind; they
have lost the mizan. Al-Mizan is also the name of the Qur'an.
If man insures that he does not upset what is already in balance, then
he is unlikely to do himself injustice. He is then closer to being a living
Qur'an. Allah is telling man to give value to balance. Man should be concerned, conscientious, aware and in dhikr (remembrance). Does he know
what he is doing and why? Does he know his own intention? Are his intention and action unified? Man should question and follow his heart
and `aql as one path.
The Prophet, salla-llahu `alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, said: "Anger corrupts iman (trust, faith) as vinegar corrupts honey." Man builds things,
but corrupts them because he does not give priority and importance to
patience. What weight does man give to the meaning of "and do not
make the measure deficient?" The balance is that which is absolutely
right. Man is moving along the path from the womb to the tomb. Balance
is about recognizing that one is the barzakh (interspace). One is in this
world but not of this world. Man has come only to go. The balance is being both here and with Allah, alive and yet, with every closing of the eye,
willing to be under six feet of dust.
10 And the earth, He has set it for living creatures;
11 Therein are fruit and palms having sheathed clusters,
Allah set up the earth in order that man, who is in continuous flux and
disturbance, should come to recognize his origin, to recognize how he
has fallen from before time into fitra (innate character), and to recognize
how he has come into being from nonbeing. As part of His mercy, he has
been dropped intojanna (the garden) in the same way as his forefathers
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were. When Adam came out from the crack of non-time, Allah told him
that this garden had been given to him so that he could
have maqarr ( a place of stability, such as a house). Qarra the root
of maqarr, means to settle. He who has settled admits to the mercy of the
Creator. Everything points to the Rahman.
Life is characterized by motion and can only be experienced in time.
When time stops, life stops. That is al-qiyamatu-s-saghira (the small Day of
Reckoning). On that day there is no time left to change the balance of the
accumulated good and bad actions. People who have come close to
death through accidents and have returned, say that on the Day of Reckoning a film of one's life is played to them in a split second.
If man is to qualify for knowledge of Allah, it will be by his knowledge
of the Rahman, which is attained by upholding themizan -the Qur'an.
Man's qualification for admittance to therahma of the knowledge of the
Qur'an is dependent upon his leaving himself behind when he enters the
Qur'an, because the Qur'an is like the room of Allah: it is where Allah's
laws and knowledge are kept. Man can only come to Allah
with taqwa.He can only approach Him with abandonment and the right
attitude, waiting to see the mercy, trusting that there is nothing other
than the mercy of Allah, praying that he will see it manifest to him in the
form of knowledge which can be transferred into behavior. That is the
qualification; otherwise the study of the Qur'an remains "Islamic Studies." Everything goes back to Allah. Every knowledge takes man back to
where it emanated from, its root and source.
Al- ard (the earth) is necessary for man and is part of the
garden. Ardiyya, which means foundation or ground floor, provides man
- who is in continuous turmoil biologically, physiologically, mentally
and spiritually - the possibility of remembering the beyond-time. In the
Qur'an Allah says: Alastu birabbikum; "Am I not your Lord?" By forgetting everything else, the innate, fitra, remembrance that there is only Allah
will come to man. On the and man is able to recognize that all the
creatures fulfill their natures and have come from One Creator.
Fakiha is fruit. Fukaha is something that is pleasant or gives amusement. Pleasures are diversions from the undesirable, bringing man tranquility and balance. The normal state of a person of abandonment is joy.
But if a person has not totally abandoned into Allah, experiencing joy,
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then he seeks pleasures. They are things that make man less mentally
agitated and fulfill his physical desires so that he begins to pay attention
to his inner fulfillment.
The physical description of the garden is a mithal (metaphor): metaphor): the Qur'an indicates to man the meaning of the end by describing
its pleasures. Man seeks fruit not because there is something spiritual
about the fruit itself, but because he is made more spiritual after he has
satisfied his appetite by it. His origin is spiritual, but he has exaggerated
his physical and mental needs. When they are removed, he finds himself
to be well. It is the state that the garden brings about that is important,
not the detailed description of it; but there are details for every person's
needs. "… and palms having sheathed clusters." The creation manifests
in clusters. From the one branch come the many. Allah's mercy is abundant in every form.
Life is transient and in perpetual change and therefore unstable. How
can one take man's changing moods and desires seriously? What man
desires now has nothing to do with what he desired fifteen years ago.
Yet he has the audacity to claim he is the same person that he was fifteen
years ago. After many years his knowledge, his experiences, habits and
attitudes, are all different. On the other hand, how can anyone say that
he has changed if he does not recognize and admit that there is
something within him that never changes? How can man get up in the
morning and say that he has slept well or badly unless there is
something within him that never sleeps? "Slumber does not overtake
Him nor sleep." (suratu-l-Baqara: 255) How can man say he has been very
angry unless there is something within him that is most compassionate?
What man wants most earnestly is that which is forever, a!-Baqi (the
Everlasting). Everyone is on that path whether he likes it or not, whether
he sees it now or later.
Man has been brought to this earth to be tested as part of
histarbiya (upbringing). He is being brought up to recognize what is transient and what is not, what is permanent and what is not, what is meaningful and what is not. Whatever is of change is from his nafs (lower self).
The reason man does not see the hand of Allah behind everything is that
he interferes and interjects the projections of his self. If he were to put
himself aside, there would only be the one and only Reality.
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The fall from the state of the garden came about because of the rise of
consciousness - because Adam questioned. If man desires to be in the
garden he should not question, but he should make use of his `aql. As a
result, he will receive answers to his questions. When man enters the
garden in this life he does not care for the garden of the next because he
has tasted it already. The desire for the garden falls from his heart. Then
there is no desire except the desire to see the face of Allah in every direction towards which he turns.
12 And the grain with (its) husk and fragrance.
13 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
Big things come from little things. Habb is a seed. The literal meaning
of habb is the seed that comes from grasses. There are many different
types of vegetation and their meanings are linked to the nourishment
which they provide. The living, sentient creatures and the vegetable
kingdom are interdependent. The highest creature, man, depends on
those that are lower because he originates from dust. Yet, he loves the
higher because of its subtlety. There is something in him that always
makes him love subtler meaning. The Prophet,salla-llahu alayhi wa alihi
wa sallam, loved prayer, perfume and women. He loved what is most
subtle, the prayer, as well as what is more gross and physical, the companionship of women. Once man's physical needs are fulfilled, he seeks
higher satisfaction in meanings. If man is fortunate, he reaches physical
fulfillment, which then leads him to question meanings. Most people at
the point of death have only achieved small, short-term, physical goals
which are empty of meanings.
Wherever man looks there is the sign of the Rahman, even in what man
considers to be an affliction. All events occur according to the laws that
govern existence which are from the Law-Giver. Man may not like an
event, but that is because of himself. What man wants will not necessarily happen, but what Allah wants will happen. If what man wants is
what Allah wants, then there is perfect harmony; then he is saved. If
there is disharmony, then all that man can do is to be in istighfar ( asking
for forgiveness), because he has acted incongruously with Allah's laws.
Everything man considers to be a sign is actually a double sign. The
fact that it was there and yet remained undiscerned by him is a sign that
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he was asleep. Whatever a man experiences that leads him to a new understanding that was already within him but not perceived, is because he
did not have the requisite knowledge and wisdom to perceive it. Suppose someone did not know the meaning of fear until he was twentythree, when he fell down a crevice. The meaning of fear was in his being,
but he had not yet experienced it. You may not have experienced injustice, but the injustice of man has existed since the creation of Adam.
With man came his injustice, which the mala'ika (angels) were afraid
would corrupt the earth. Whatever you experience, feel or think, that is
your biography; it is of no interest to anybody else because it is common
to all of mankind. The seeker is only interested in Allah, the Real.
Whatever a man now understands, other people have understood before him. Whatever he now perceives has been perceived by others before him, though every man will contend that he is the first to have perceived it. He follows what Iblis (satan) said: "I am better than them." It is
the rise of the ego and the fall of man.
14 He created man from dry clay like earthen vessels,
15 And He created the jinn of a flame of smokeless fire.
16 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
Man is created from hard clay, salsal. His existential situation is based
on a firm structure. Man's firmness is an echo of his subtlety. His real
nourishment is of a most subtle nature. The subtlest of nourishments
turns the heart when it is open, and not in desire or depression. The
more open man's heart is, the more it can express that openness - as long
as it is in a firm and solid container. The greater the value of a thing, the
harder and the more secure its shell.
The double meaning of the signs denotes duality. Everything in existence has its mirror image. For ins (, man) there is jinn ( unseen beings).
Man is the visible creature of the two, Unsmeans intimacy, solace, companionship. Nasiya is also related to ins, and means to forget. Nisa' (women) from the same root, are those who make men forget
Allah. The meaning of nisa' isrelated to uns, because women do give
solace.
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Jinn are entities which do not manifest in a physically solid state. They
are created from smokeless fire because smoke is a condensation of matter and as such has density. Jinn have their bounds in the same way
as ins have theirs. Thus, there is an interface between jinn and man.
The jinn are hidden, invisible. The word jinn is related tojanna, that
which is hidden, the garden whose foliage is so dense that one cannot
see the ground. jinn are created of smokeless fire, The subtle source of
both jinn and ins is light,nur "Allah is the light of the heavens and
earth," (suratu-n-Nur: 35). As light descends, as it becomes physicalized
or as it becomes possible for it to be manifest or reflected, it takes the
form of jinn and ins.
Whatever one looks at is a sign, whether jinn or ins, How can man
deny these bounties? Every sign is a bounty, every sign is a provision.
What man now seeks is the confidence of knowing that at all times
the Rahm6n is behind each reflection in creation. It is said that if a
Muslim reads suratu-r-Rahman every day at fajr (daybreak), he will never
be afflicted or, if he is afflicted in the eyes of others, he himself will only
see therahma of the Rahman, The reader becomes what is read: if he truly
reads then he will have recognized what he has read.
Wherever one turns, there is the generosity and ni'ma(blessing) of Allah. But man takes it for granted and does not recognize that all is from
Allah. He forgets and becomes distracted because he connects to what is
in front of him.
Because man is the highest of all creations, he has in himself the ability
to tune in to different wavebands, He can tune in tojinn but that is a
transgression and is not allowed, It is like spying on someone. If a person
wants to be known, he presents himself openly. Why tune to his transmitter when his house is shut to you? A man of submission and reality,
being given this gift, should use it entirely to serve Allah. Nabiyyullah(Prophet of Allah) Sulayman, `alayhi-s salam, had the power to connect with animals. When travelling with his army he could hear the ants
talking of his approach.
Man cannot tolerate what goes on in his mind or in the minds of others. If he were to hear of what was going to happen to him in the future,
he might wish to shoot himself. Every system has its limitations, which
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are at the same time its constriction and its bounty. The fact that there is
the visible and the invisible is a bounty. Everything within its container
is a reflection of perfection. If man accepts the limitations he can begin to
reflect perfection.
17 Lord of the two risings and Lord of the two settings.
18 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
"Lord of the two risings and Lord of the two settings."Gharaba, the root
of maghribayn, means to go away. One of the meanings that Amiru-lMu'minin 'Ali gave for this aya was concerning duality, such as that of
the seasons. He said: "Theshuruq (sunrise) of winter is different from
the shuruq of summer, and the ghurub (sunset) of summer is different
from the ghurub of winter."
There is a summer and there is a winter; they both have meaning. In
winter everything is dormant, while in summer life is in full bloom. The
sun of winter is different from the sun of summer. 'Ali, alayhi-ssalam, also
said: "Every day has itsburj (its sign of the zodiac), and there are three
hundred and sixty buruj (plural of burj)." For every day there is a
newshuruq and a new ghurub. The sun has its circuit. The rising of the
sun on this life brings light, and light is only meaningful if it gives man
knowledge. If there is light outside and the eyes are closed, the light is of
no use.
There is a rise of consciousness both for this life and for the next. For
each there is one shuruq, there is a coming out. This is, of course, also
true of ghurub. The people of irfan ( gnosis) and tasawwuf (sufism) often
refer to the two risings as the risings of knowledge in the heart
and aql, and the two settings as the settings of the nafs As there comes the
rising of the `aql, reason, there is disappearance of association.
There are also risings for different creatures, the ins and thejinn, each
seeing a different sun rising and setting. There can be no rising without a
setting. Whatever manifests, whatever one can discern, is one side of a
two-sided coin. Once there is a creational situation there are two aspects
to it. At the beginning there is one, at the end there is one, and in
between there are two.
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19 He has made the two seas to flow freely - they meet:
20 Between them is a barrier which they cannot pass.
21 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
The two seas have met before creation and they will meet again after
creation. They are two seas, one of pure water, the other of impure, salty
water. The sweet water that comes from the mountains and rivers does
not mix with the salt water.
The seas here are like two states that meet, the two states of wake-fulness and sleep, the two seas of shari`a and haqiqa, the two seas of meaning and sensory. Both the physical and non-physical parts of man's life
have their laws. The law of haqiqahinges on the loyalty of aban-donment, iman, which takes man to `the station of haqqu-l-yaqin ( truth of certainty). The law ofshari'a holds man to the five pillars of Islam, so necessary because he is in the tempestuous sea of the sensory.
How can man deny the bounties of the two seas of the inner and the
outer? They will meet as they have met before. At the point of creation
they were one and at the point of death they will merge once again. In
this reality, what is holding them apart is the double mercy of Allah.
For the duration of this life there is an invisible barrier, an interspace
between an apparent duality that does not allow the seas to connect. In
the same way, the sun and the moon follow a reckoning - bihusban. They
came from one source and then were catapulted into space as two. Moving according to a certain complex pattern, they will eventually come together again. There is an interspace between them that holds them apart
as a man's body seems to be separate from his ruh.
There is the qalb (heart, from the root qalaba, to turn), and there is
the ruh. The ruh, being disconnected from the world, is connected to the
precreational state and can therefore give man comfort. Unlike
the ruh, the galb may be seized by dunya( world in a negative material
sense). The heart may be damaged by the world's salty sea, and if it is,
then therin in turn can no longer provide comfort. If the nafs is purified
then the heart can freely turn. It is no longer caught in the see-saw of
the dunya which continues; taking breath in and letting breath out, the
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inhaled breath being pure air, the exhaled impure. Neither of them mix
with the other. These are the bahrayn the two seas.
Everywhere one looks there are the two seas, separated by a subtle
barrier. The seas of knowledge and ignorance do not mix. Life and death
do not mix. Whatever man looks at, creation appears in one form or another. It is agreeable or disagreeable. A creational entity is considered to
be usable or unusable. Nothing transgresses the bounds because of
themizan, the balance. Creation is not chaos, it is cosmos.
22 There come forth from them pearls and coral.
23 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
From the seas come the pearl and the coral. If one dives into the seas,
these amazing jewels may be seen. Jawhar is jewel; it also means intrinsic
nature or essence. If one wants the essence of these seas, then one must
get their jawahir, their jewels, but diving for these jewels is dangerous,
for one risks sustaining bruises and cuts from the reef.
The formation of the pearl is an act of rejection. The material of the
pearl is the secretion of the oyster used to isolate and discharge the grain
of sand that has entered its body. It is the material used to disconnect,
dislodge and discharge it.
Marjan, coral, is formed by the reverse process and is the substance
within which the animal dwells. It is the structure in which the animal
houses and shelters itself, and later it is left behind. So one structure is
formed by repulsion, the other by attraction.
The thought process operates either by repulsion or attraction.
Whatever comes to man's thoughts is either something he wants to dissociate from and forget, or something he wants to hear again and again
and to which he wants to connect. Man oscillates between the two sides
of the mizan, the pearl and the coral.
Every man is continuously turning between something he wants and
something he does not want. The seeker loves the men oftawhid, he loves
the people who want to see Allah, and he runs from the people
of kufr (denial). He wants the good news that Islam is prevailing in the
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world. He wants to hear the good news that his children are growing up
decently - and not the bad news that they have been mischievous. The
human being is constantly oscillating between wanting to surround himself with what he likes, and repulsing and dissociating himself, like the
oyster, from what he dislikes. The opposites grow from the same root;
they are two distinct entities that have the same origin to which they will
ultimately revert.
24 And His are the ships reared aloft in the sea like mountains.
25 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
Both alama, meaning sign, and `alam, meaning flag, are from the same
root as 'ilm (knowledge); they imply something being known.
The munsha'at , the root of which is nasha'a (to create, to loom up) announce themselves; they are highly evident. Whatever is afloat belongs
to Allah. The phenomenon of floating, as well as the entire interactional
balancing scene that brings about desirable situations, such as ships on
the sea, belongs to Allah.
Reflect upon how certain situations are the opposite of what someone
might expect; for instance, how steel ships float upon water. The ships
float because of verifiable laws easily demonstrated by scientists, but
still, it is very odd. All that one sees, all of these projections of Reality, all
that flickers of knowledge or experience, will ultimately disappear because they are in time.
26 Everyone on it must pass away.
27 And there endures forever the face of your Lord, the Lord of glory
and honor.
28 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
Whatever is on this ard, whatever is physicalized, solidified, or appears to have an identity, has no identity other than Allah - La ilaha illallah, there is no God but Allah. Everything announces its perishability. If
it is solid -a plant or a creature - it proves its destiny. What remains is the
fount of creation,wajhu rabbika ( the face of your Lord). Wajh is a direction
or face, the outer visible front. In his formal worship the Muslim must
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have tawajjuh (attention), and point his wajh towards the formal, ancient
abode of safety that came about through the inspiration of Sayyidna
Ibrahim, alayhi-s-salam, in Mecca. Whoever does salat (prayer) positions
himself towards that.
All of creation honors its covenant; every creational entity honors the
Most Honorable - "the Lord of glory and honor" is an attribute of Allah,
the Glorious, the Most Honorable, the One Who bestows honor. Man is
an honorable creature, if only he would realize it; if only he could unify
his physical reality with his innate reality. Man honors his contract by
physiologically perishing. Everyone honors his destiny, knowingly or
not.
Man sees, contained in the facade of creation, the af'al, the manifestation of actions. In the case of humans, they are a result of the interactions
of his heart and his lower nafs. The less involved is his nafs, the more involved is his heart. Looking further inward, there is the ruh. If
one's nafs has been burnt away, then his heart is active and pulsating; it
is then fed by the spring of comfort - the ruh, the spirit.
Those who are not in submission rebel against the fact that they are
perishing. If you tell someone that he is aging and that his teeth are falling out, he will say that he is not yet old or ready to die. Everyone considers his age as the average. When you were twelve years old, you
thought fifty was ancient. You could not communicate with fifty yearolds, they were funny people. But when you became fifty, you thought
fifty was quite young. This is because there is in man an echo of the
Everlasting.
But there is also in man an echo of the nafs of rebellion. He assumes
that the nafs lasts forever, and does not remember death. The seeker is repeatedly given the advice by his masters that the most potent medicine
for ailments of the spirit is the remembrance of death. It is not used to
paralyze man or to make him inactive and negative but, on the contrary,
it is used to make him successful in his actions by making him more efficient. If he constantly remembers death, his actions will be pure, untarnished by his personal greed, arrogance, vanity, revenge and whatever
other attributes are characteristic of the lower self.
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The face of the Lord is, at first, an existential connection between man
and Reality. Man wants to be healthy, he wants to be in the company of
fine men, he wants to be in an environment that will help him get deeper
into the knowledge of Reality, of which there is no end. The more one
knows Allah, the greater is the desire to know more of Allah. One should
not assume that once somebody knows Allah that is the end of it. There
is no beginning or end to Reality. An arif bi-llah is one who has had a
window open onto Reality. The more he is able to look out from that
window, the more he will see of Reality.
Just as each human has a physical birth, so too does each one have a
spiritual awakening, which takes place parallel in time. Just as man was
physically once a child, so too was he a child in knowledge of Allah..
There is no end to Reality, because It encompasses before and after
creation.
"And there endures forever the face of your Lord." The Qur'an says
that the Lord's day is like a thousand years of man's time; and this reckoning is only made in relationship to the time-frame of this world. As far
as its relationship to beyond this world, it is fifty thousand years. So each
day is the equivalent of fifty thousand years. Time is obviously relative.
A day is a period of time, and not necessarily the twenty-four hour span
that is measured by the odd machine called a clock.
29 All those who are in the heavens and the earth ask of Him; every
moment He is upon some affair.
30 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
Allah is man's Lord. Lordship is the source of the emanation of action.
It is sustainership. The lord of a house has to attend to every aspect of
the house, every sha'n, every business and affair. The lord of a house
looks after its hardware - its maintenance and so on - as well as all the aspects of its software: the people, children and food, in the same way as
the Lord of lords looks after creation. In every instant, every affair comes
to Him. Lordship is attending to every affair; otherwise, there would be
no tawhid. Tawhid is the one core from which all networks emanate, superimpose on each other and connect.
31 Soon will We apply Ourselves to you, O you two armies.
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32 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
Thaqula means to be weighty. Thaqalan means two entities or realities,
seen or unseen. It can also mean two armies.Faragha means to be empty,
to finish off, and here means to apply or occupy.
Every jinn and ins, whether mu'min (believer) or kafir (denier), having
either attained knowledge or remained in ignorance, will come to know
the day of reckoning. Every one knows that whatever affair he is handling will come to an end. If it does not come to an end in this world while
he is still alive, it will come to an end at his personal qiyama, at the hour
of his death. Man is completely and totally cornered. He has no way to
escape from the prison of time. If man dies into his situation, he is enlivened by the non-time Reality which encompasses the yard of this prison. If you die into the clock, you will not hear it anymore - it will be as if
gone. As far as you are concerned, there will no longer be a clock; you
will have transcended it.
33 O assembly of jinn and men! If you are able to pass through the
regions of the heavens and the earth, then pass through; you cannot
pass through but with authority.
34 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
Qutr (plural is aqtar) is a diameter, region, zone, or something which is
encompassed - a dominion. If one uses a compass one creates a circle
that encompasses a space. "If you are able to pas through the regions of
the heavens and the earth, then pass through." Allah encourages man to
explore, but he cannot unless he attains the power, unless he obtains
the sultan(authority). It is a positive challenge to man.
Every sphere or zone has an energy. If man wants to go beyond a zone
he must be able to pierce its limit. To escape the gravitational pull of
earth a missile needs to obtain the speed of 17,000 miles per hour. Man
needs sultan to overcome gravity. All of the powers are part of the one
and only all-encompassing Power, which is an interzonal power.
35 The flames of fire and smoke will be sent on you two, then you
will not be able to defend yourselves.
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36 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
Within the boundaries of the heavens and earth a point comes when
the penetrations cease. There is a limit to every system and every creational situation. Jinn and ins can penetrate into the heavens, as man has
done in the last few decades. But there will be zones in the heavens
through which man will not be able to pass because of the great activity
of meteorites or because of the presence of radiation or some other
factors. As there are limits established in man's outward travel, so are
there limits to which he may travel inwardly. The Prophet,salla-llahu
`alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, said: "I was not given of inner knowledge but
little." These are the laws of Reality. How can man deny the mercies of
Allah? Even the limitations and their meanings -the fact that man is imprisoned in time and space - are great bounties.
37 So when the heaven is rent asunder, and then becomes red like
hide,
38 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
The time will come when the heavens-which are impenetrable, limited, and built as though firm - will break apart. Shaqqa means to split.
As creation is fragmented, another state will take hold of it, one in which
heat dominates. At present, the heat of the planets and stars is in equilibrium. In our planetary system, an example of dis-equilibrium is found in
the form of sunspots. Whenever they occur on the sun there are disturbances in the planetary system, though none are great enough to throw it
out of balance. The system of counterbalanced forces will break when
this journey in the cosmos reaches its point of maturity.
The same shattering occurs to man. While he lives, his spiritual and
physical bodies hold together. Man contains an echo or an image of the
entire cosmos. All of the functions in man's body are in equilibrium - his
faculties, all of the electrical charges that run through his brain, the miles
of nerves. This amazing entity will fall apart when the soul leaves. It then
immediately will start to decay. That is what will happen to the heavens:
the laws that hold them together will break and they will just
disintegrate.
39 So on that day neither man nor jinn shall be asked about his sin.
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40 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
While the previous group of ayat spoke of the outer heavens, this
group speaks of the inner space of the individual. Everyruh will spontaneously transmit what it has gathered in the tuning period of life in
this world. There will be nothing to ask, because the question will
already have been answered.
Man in this life may be in nifaq (hypocrisy). He may hide his fears, anxieties and suspicions. Nafaq related to nifaq, means a tunnel. Man enters
one hole .to come out from another. He is forever tunneling, trying to escape. The end to his efforts to escape comes when questioning ceases and
he becomes an `answer'. Then he will beam and transmit the state in
which he had left this world. If he has been transmitting the Qur'an, then
he will be close to the main transmitter, Allah; he will be one of
the ashabu-l-yami'n (the companions of the right). If he has been transmitting his own song which has his desires, expectations and self-righteousness mixed into it, then his transmission will be as good as that
mixture.
41 The guilty will be recognized by their marks, so they will be
seized by the forelocks and the feet.
42 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
Everyone is caught by what he has put forth in his movements and his
actions. Those who have not let their hearts be gulub(plural of qalb), have
committed crimes against themselves. They will not have seen the husn (
perfection) in this world nor will they have known tawhid. Those who
have been deprived of tawhid and the knowledge of the One are
knownbisimahum, by their face, their marks, their scars. Those who have
allowed their hearts to be turned have set their hearts free. Only then can
man see the truth of every situation. In the next life, however, there is an
immediate recognition. Here one recognizes the outer folds of the face,
the wrinkles, or the coloration, but there one sees Oneness because there
is no longer any duality: there is only One.
Nawasi are foreheads. The forehead of the upright human projects out.
It is as though man wants to connect to something in front of him. Allah
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says that man is caught by his highest point, which is his forehead, and
his lowest, which is his feet. There is no escape for him now, so how can
he still deny the Truth? He is the outcome of what he has put forth, of
where his feet have taken him and to what his forehead has made sajda.
43 This is the hell which the guilty call a lie.
44 Round about they will go, between it and hot, boiling water. 45
Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
Jahannam is the final abode of those who are in the fire. It isjahnim the
bottomless pit. Those who are in the fire have tasted a bit of it in this life
but denied its reality. Everyone in this life has tasted it. If man had not
tasted it, it would be meaningless to him. Sayyidna Adam, alayhi-s-salam,
had not experienced a lie, so when shaytan told him to taste the fruit, to
wish for something else, to be discontent, he did not know better and believed him. But this is not the case with us. We have tasted the fire and
the garden. If we did not know these things there would be incongruity
in the balance. Everyone knows the meaning of uncertainty, disturbance,
agitation, fear, anxiety, hatred and anger - all of these are fire. If man
leaves them in himself long enough, they can create a stomach ulcer,
which is an internal fire. It has been found that having a burning stomach is far more disturbing than having burnt skin, because it is internal,
and therefore more potent. The fire is the lot of the criminal who has
committed crimes against himself and yet denies them.
Yatufuna is from tafa, to walk about, to wander around. Tawwaf is derived from it and means going around in circles, circumambulating. The
inhabitants of the fire move from burning hot to boiling water.
Tawf is a wall encompassing a garden. A word which echoestafa, that
is, which has a different root while sounding very similar, is tayf, which
means shadow, dream or fantasy. In the Arabic language, certain words
sound very similar to others, a phenomenon which evokes a subliminal
association in meaning. If one hears tawwaf one might, quite naturally,
recalltawf and tayf, though they are known to have specifically different
meanings. It is like going into a multi-screen circular theater which
screens many films simultaneously: you are forced to glance at the
screens closest to the film you are viewing.
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The root system of the Arabic language is a vast receptacle of meanings. All the words of a similar sound have the potential to lead one to a
single root, as the example of tawf and tayfillustrates. In life, man goes
around and around without stopping, as if hallucinating, but when he
comes to the tawf(wall) he stops. Most of the Arabic words that sound
similar but have different roots have a semantic relationship.
Those who are at a loss in this world have denied the Rahman in the
next world. They are in the same situation in both worlds. They move
from the frying pan into the fire. Man moves from one job to another that
is even worse. He leaves one wife and enters into an even worse relationship. He does not realize it is Allah's love hitting him, urging him to
stop. This life is but a short prelude to the next life.
46 And for he who fears standing before his Lord are two gardens.
47 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
48 Having in them various kinds.
49 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
"And for he who fears standing before his Lord," who recognized the
Lordship, who recognized that there is One entity in charge, who feared
transgressing His laws and was completely in His hands, for him there
are two gardens. One of them is the garden of arwah, the garden of the
spirits - it is the garden of eternal bliss. The other is the garden of hearts,
the garden of mushahada, eternal witnessing. These are two inner gardens. There are many other examples of pairs of gardens: the garden of
experiencing and the garden of recognition; the garden of wakefulness
and the garden of sleep; the garden of the mashriq (east) and the garden
of the maghrib (west); the gardens of the beginning and of the end.
50 In both of them are two fountains flowing.
51 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
In the garden, there are two fountains and there are two springs that
flow. They are nourished in an invisible way, just as man's heart is also
nourished. Man does not know how love is fed. When people gather
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together to bury someone who was loved by them, how is it that the',
dead may revive the love in living hearts? It is a hidden spring, a hidden
river. It reminds people of Allah, the Taker and the Giver of life. Death
reminds man of his end so that he becomes less fossilized, arrogant and
hard-hearted.
52 In both of them are pairs of every fruit.
53 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
54 Reclining on beds, the inner coverings of which are of silk brocade; and the fruits of the two gardens are within reach.
55 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
How can man deny the bounties of Allah? In the gardens there are
fruits of every kind, fruits which make you fakih ( gay, cheerful). In the
gardens there are two different flowing rivers of bounty: man and
woman.
Muttaki'ina (, reclining, plural of muttaki) implies that there is available
all that could be imagined in the way of comfort, luxury and relaxation.
It implies being in a state of great tranquility, your heart at rest. This is,
of course, never possible in this life, because as soon as one becomes
comfortable, an annoyance occurs that must be dealt with. Dealing with
it causes another sort of reaction, and so on. The agitation in this life is
never ending.
56 In them are those who restrain themselves; man nor jinn have not
touched them before.
57 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
58 As though they were rubies and coral.
59 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
Qasiratu-t- tarf are those who restrain themselves, who lower their
gaze. Qasirat is in the feminine gender and implies that they are man's
opposite. Man and his opposite are like the positive and the negative
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which, when put together, make one by neutralization. These women are
not desirous but are available to bring about contentment. They have
never been touched and are ever pure. Their virginal state stops man
from imagining the physical vulgarity to which he is accustomed in this
world. This implies purity of a higher state. This state is based on a timeless equilibrium. The instant there is a desire, it is made quiet.
There is never any real satisfaction in any relationship in this life except for the relationship between the slave and his Master. In every other
relationship in this world there is blame. A man blames his wife and she
blames him, while nobody blames himself - and so it never ends. People
end up having had five wives and five divorces. Man expects the highest
from others while not having expected the highest of himself. A person
who can live with one partner can live with any wife. If he can live with
himself, he can live with anyone else. Man blames others, claiming that
they are wrong: they do not lower their eyes nor do they have the right
courtesy.
"As though they were rubies and coral." Rubies and coral scintillate in
their purity. The ultimate beauty of nature is pure and simple, without
interference or compromise. In the garden women have not had to beautify themselves. They too are real and pure.
60 Is the reward of goodness but goodness?
61 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
Is not the reward of good action, good action itself? Every action has
its equal and opposite reaction. If you have done good it will come back
to you. But is that goodness done for Allah, or is it for your own whims?
Many people think they are acting correctly, while in reality they are at a
loss. There isahadith, a tradition, which says: "The sleep of the `alim (one
who knows), is better than the wakefulness of the worshipper." Wakefulness is measured by the degree of knowledge and recognition of the
worshipped.
Many people are striving for right action, establishing orphanages and
so on. If they expect those whom they help to fall at their feet in gratitude, it means these so-called generous people are not serving for Allah's
sake. "Is the reward of goodness but goodness?" is often used incorrectly.
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If one's action is honorable, it will only have a like reaction. Is theihsan (
the best action) not for He Who created man, Who gave man the possibility of unending realities? The service that man renders for
the Rahman should be the best. How else can man repay
the Rahman? How can he repay the mercy of Allah other than by reflecting His attributes? Could the Prophet of Allah,salla-llahu `alayhi wa alihi
wa sallam, be other than the greatest of creation and the mercy of Allah
upon the worlds? The faithfulness of the slave to his Lord is exemplified
by all the prophets if their actions, and the best we can do is to follow in
the dust of their footsteps.
62 And besides these two are two (other) gardens.
63 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
64 Both inclining to blackness.
65 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
66 In both of them are two springs gushing forth.
67 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
68 In both are fruits and palms and pomegranates.
69 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
Besides the two gardens are two others, the gardens of those who fear
to stand before Allah in the next life: "Both inclining to blackness." Mudhammatan , related to the root idhamma,means that which is of
a dark green color inclining to black, as gardens from being much
watered. Still these gardens are not of the pure light which is the essence
of everything.
In both of these gardens are two springs. Within every event one finds
two situations, within each duality there is yet another duality -in the
sensory and in the meaning. The unfoldment of duality within duality is
unending. If one reflects upon this world and its affairs, one will find
that there is no end to that reflection. Reflection is a sea whose shores
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end up with Reality, with knowledge. Within Reality there is an immense sea: the more one looks into it the more one finds two.
70 In them are goodly things, beautiful ones.
71 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
In the garden there are beautiful ones from whom comes
onlykhayr (good). In man's state on earth there cannot be khayrwithout
bad enveloping it. Every good action that man wants to initiate is surrounded by the possibilities of wrong action. He has to wade and cut
through the jungle of wrong action to get to right action. The way
of shqytan is easy, but the way of right action is difficult. Allah says that
only khayr comes from these beauties.
In the beauty of this world lies its opposite, ugliness. Whatever anything may be, think of it when it is decaying and stinking. Think of a
pond of beautiful water lilies, then think of them in winter and how they
die and rot. Think of a beautiful young woman, then think of her when
she is old and decrepit. Beauty in this realm contains within it ugliness,
whereas in the next realm there is only beauty within the khayritun
hisa`n (goodly things, beautiful ones).
72 Pure ones confined to the pavilions.
73 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
Hur (virgins of paradise) are in the highest state of courtesy and purity,
which is actually what man desires. The pure ones are confined to pavilions, ready and waiting to neutralize any duality that might be introduced by man's arrival. Khiyam aretents, enclosures which stabilize what
has been unfulfilled.
74 Man has not touched them before nor jinn.
75 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
The hur have never been touched, existing as if `charged.' Once a
charged object has been touched it no longer retains its charge. They are
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pure powers, not women with legs and hands. Coming into the next life
men become neutralized by contact with them and become unified.
76 Reclining on green cushions and beautiful carpets.
77 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?
Abqari is a colorful carpet and can also mean a genius. Abqar is a legendary place inhabited by jinn. It is the name of certain comforts and
joys that men get in this world, that state of reclining which the people of
the garden attain. No longer confined by their bodies, they are pure
awareness.
78 Blessed be the name of your Lord, the Lord of Glory and Honor!
This sura begins with an aya which is a proof, a sign and a mani-festation. The first is the Rahman, Who taught the knowledge of Himself
through the Mizan, the Qur'an. Allah's first manifestation was his light,
the light of knowledge. Thekafirun (deniers) desire to put out the light of
Allah and His order, but Allah does not allow it because "Allah is the
light of the heavens and earth."
The sura ends with tabaraka (blessed be). Blessed is the name of Allah. If
man calls Allah's name, Allah approaches his dwelling.
Man, in this life, is on a journey. He has in his hand a ticket, which instead of reading `Chicago', reads `Allah'. Allah is the ticket and the port
is the nafs. If man goes through that port, if he passes his nafs, then he is
on his way towards that Name. When he reaches the Name It is one with
Reality. While travelling, the traveler might say that he is going to Chicago, but the ticket itself is not the experience of Chicago. The experience of
the place does not begin until he is actually there.
Man is as good as his intention. Stop time - press time together rather
than telescoping it as is done in the life-experience - and the name and its
reality become one. If man's heart is completely in Chicago then the
name will be unified with its reality. If man's ticket is in his hand, if he
has recognized thebaraka of the Rahman, then he has taken the Name as a
key, then he has reached the goal. The door will come to the key. He will
find the Rabb (Lord) already there. The Lord has nothing other than the
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highest love for this creation, which contains every meaning - which is
man.
Lordship has in it all the honor and the glory. In this impossible situation of the world, man strives to be glorified and honored but finds it
futile because the honor and glory belong to Allah. If man honors and
glorifies Him, he comes to see only Him. Then the opinions of others,
whether good or bad, mean nothing to him. People admire him, he does
not mind. They curse him, he does not mind, because, having put himself in the lowest possible position, his mind is on Allah. Allah's reaction
to his behavior is the opposite: He bestows upon him real honor, not human honor.
The door and key to the knowledge of the Rahman, the knowledge of
the all-encompassing Beneficent, is the recognition of His baraka, the recognition of His blessedness. Whichever way man turns he sees blessedness. If his experience is sweet it is blessedness, if it is bitter it is blessedness. If there is peace it is blessedness, if there is war it is blessedness.
How can there be peace without war? How can there be health without
an illness? How can there be Islam without a boundary beyond which
are its enemies? There isdaru-l- islam (house of Islam) and daru-l-kufr (house of denial); there cannot be one without the other. How can life
be treasured and valued maximally unless there is death? How can there
be awareness unless there is numbness, as experienced in this life as
wakefulness and sleep? Both states are glorious and a blessing from
Allah.
How can there be nafs in man and yet no nafs in him? The knowledge
of the nafs, once it is experienced, is one of the highest blessings, because
it is the knowledge of the Rabb. If man is faithful, if he has trust, then he
will continuously see therahma of the Rahman in every aspect. That is the
positive contentment of the Muslim. He has discrimination, the ability to
discern a healthy atmosphere from an unhealthy one; but within both he
recognizes the blessedness. His contented heart guides him to the right
and correct action, to ihsan. What is themaqamu l-ihsan, the station of excellence, but acting as though Allah sees you, even though you do not
see Allah? Man must attain purer action until he is as an individual doing his wus` , his utmost according to his ability. Then he is in the right
place, at the right time, doing the right thing. That is the garden. The reward of ihsan is ihsan.
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If a man can do something better than what he is doing now, he
should do it. He should be completely fulfilled. Once that point has been
reached, he will have burst out of his self-imposed constraints. He would
not be where he does not belong, he would not be where he does not get
the maximum benefit, because he recognizes every breath. Imam
'Ali, alayhi-s-salam, said, "What is halal (lawful) for you is counted and
what is haram ( forbidden) for you is punished." Because breath, being a
gift of the Rahman, is halal upon man, he must account for how he uses it.
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Chapter

5

Surat ul-Waq'ia
The Event
Introduction
This Meccan sura describes the major resurrection when all is brought
forth and appropriate segregation and perfect justice take place.
The sura presents existential evidence to enable man to question the
reason for his existence, and for him to uplift himself to the realization of
the one Creator, Who is the only One deserving of adoration and
worship.
Bismi-Ilahi-r- Rahman i-r- Rah im.
In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful.
Everything is by the name of Allah. The bismi-llah (in the name of Allah) is part of every sura except one, at-Tawba. Bismillahi-r-RahmaniRahim has a literal meaning that is always the same, but its message differs according to the meaning of the sura with which it is connected.
Those who believe, and whose belief has been con firmed by varying degrees of personal awakening and experience, see the one hand behind
everything which is manifest, as well as that which is not manifest. They
see the subtle behind the gross. Everything has the label of Reality on it.
Whatever you do or do not cognize, every attribute or action, is marked
by its cause.
The bismi-llah is the gate which, if opened properly, will lead you into
the garden of its sura. It is a determined part of each sura and as such
should be read in the prayer as belonging to it. In the prayer one should
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choose the sura first, then say the bismi-llah in the name of He who has
given you the power of declaring tawhid (divine unity), allowing it to
flow into the sura as one thought.
1 When the great event comes to pass,
2 There is no belying its coming to pass
3 Abasing (one party), exalting (the other),
"When the great event comes to pass." Waqa'a means to fall, to befall,
to happen. The event which concerns man is the promised event of the
Resurrection, the yawm ul-qiyama, the day of the beginning of the next
phase of man's experience. It is the main point of reference and of the
greatest importance. Whatever exists in the next cycle of creation - not
being based on the duality in which there is confusion of body and soul is not subject to time. Whatever exists or can be experienced from the
moment of the great event onward, has its reflection in this life. For example, in the Qur'an, the fire that is promised in the next life is referred
to as nar ul jahannam (the fire of hell) or nar ul-kubra ( the great fire), implying that what you experience in this life is the small fire in the form of
anger, disappointment, agitation and unfulfilled desires. Also the experience of the garden is potentially with man here and now. In the same
way, the experience of the event, the day of reckoning, can be echoed
and reflected within man here and now.
When a significant event occurs in someone's life it can cause him to
begin to witness or to fully awaken. Such an event brings light into the
passage of existence. Man is moving in a tunnel propelled by the powers
of nature, guided or misguided by habits of the past, circumstances of
the present and projections of the future. He is in a cocoon. If there is a
sudden break in it and that crack begins to widen, then for the person
who has experienced it there is a major event, there is a waqi'a. But when
the great event, the yawm ul-qiyama, occurs, nobody can deny it. Everyone is subject to its power. It lifts up and brings down, blowing up planets, stars or aspects of the cosmos and collapsing other parts. One creation ends and another begins. The cosmic entities are compelled to
move in opposite directions. A major uplifting, down-thrusting situation
will occur.
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It is the time when the hearts that are already enlightened are lifted
and stripped of their burdens, and the hearts that have been tarnished
and burdened are brought down. The mu min(believer) is elevated and
the kafir (denier) or munafiq(hypocrite) is degraded. The day of reckoning
is the final sorting out, the yawm ul-fasl (the day of separation into groups).
There are no gray areas; your state will be joy or misery, according to
what you have directed yourself toward and earned during the short
preface of this life. Those who have been uplifting themselves along the
path of truth will be fully uplifted in the next life, and those who have
been degrading themselves will be completely degraded. The next consciousness is timeless, and will therefore have the stamp of permanency
upon it. That is why it is called the final abode, for in it there is no
movement.
4 When the earth shall be shaken with a (severe) shaking,
5 And the mountains shall be made to crumble with (an awful)
crumbling,
6 So that they shall be as scattered dust,
"When the earth shall be shaken with a (severe) shaking."Ard ( earth) is
whatever serves as a foundation, such as land.Rajja is to shake. Everyone
wants stability, whether in one's. home, relationships, or in the economy.
But those who seek absolute stability find that it only exists when there is
trust in Allah. Every, other stability is relative. Even though it may last
his lifetime, the seeker knows that the world and the cosmos are on a
journey, and that the foundation upon which he has built his relative security may get shaken and pulled out from under him. At the time of the
shaking, the flimsy relative foundation, having served its purpose in this
creational cycle, is finished. For the man on the path such a calamity is
regarded as direct evidence of the love of Reality for him. He therefore
looks for some better foundation until he discovers the foundation of all
foundations.
The solid mass, which came to equilibrium after the earth cooled
down, giving it relative stability, will crumble into dust. The fortunate
one who has intellect comes to realize that what he perceives as the
solidity of his foundation is only in his mind. Nothing in this world is
going to last, whether it be health, wealth or children. Once that is
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recognized, the awareness, immediacy and urgency of the quest become
the major preoccupation in his life, and all other aspects become secondary and therefore acceptable because of their transiency. After his foundation has been shaken and destroyed, a new and much firmer foundation
is built.
The measurement of worldly things is based upon specific time factors
which are very different if there is a turning of the heart, resulting from a
turning over of one's situation. It isa matter of attitude. The dislodging of
the heart from this world is truly and genuinely a major event. It is a prelude to the experience of after-life. The heart is then totally uprooted and
enters a state beyond freedom, for freedom is only meaningful because
there are shackles. Man is capable of grasping this state intellectually and
experientially, to varying degrees of clarity. For example, the most solid
visible realities in this existence are the mountains which anchor the
mantle of the earth. If these entities which are considered most solid can
be torn free, then consider those things which are as flimsy as one's relationships or thoughts.
"They shall be as scattered dust." When the final event occurs there
are definite streams into which everyone is segregated. In this world the
streams are not clearly delineated because we perceive things in relative
degrees, and that relativity blurs the delineations.
7 And you shall be three sorts.
8 Then (as to) the companions of the right hand; how happy are the
companions of the right hand!
Man is sorted out into three types. At the final event there is a filtering
process that takes place in much the same way as it occurs in this life. In
one group there are those who are iniman (faith, trust), whose trust originates either from intellectual reasoning or through its inheritance from
a family that believes in Reality, in Islam. In another are those who are at
a loss, who are confused and arrogant. They are the people whose egos
are so solid that they totally deny Reality. But these types are not always
bound to their groups. There are occasions in which individuals leave
the stream of those in loss and confusion to join the stream of those in utter trust, unshakable trust, which is based upon the knowledge of the
one and only Reality.
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The people of the right are the true people of iman. They believe in Allah and in His divine mercy upon His creation. They believe that the
purpose of creation is to recognize the Creator and abandon their will into the will of the Creator. /man begins by outer submission, and ends
with the direct recognition that one's will and what is decreed by Allah
are one: they emanated from the One, are sustained by the One and will
return to the One. At this stage man realizes the source of inner joy, for
there is no longer any resistance.
The people of the right hand have acted positively and directly. The
right hand in the Arabic culture, as well as in many other cultures, is the
hand of willful and knowledgeable transaction, while the left hand is the
hand of giving up and throwing away, the hand of negation.
9 And (as to) the companions of the left hand; how wretched are the
companions of the left hand!
Mash'ama (the left hand) is from sha'ama and means to perceive a bad
omen, to foretell a calamity or to be unlucky. The people of the left are
left overs, having cursed themselves by their ignorance and loss. Man
cannot question the Creator; he is given a description of Reality, a reference to the yawm ul-qiyama with which he may not interfere. In his life he
may feel that he is at a loss, angry, unhappy and confused, yet he must
realize that there is still the possibility of an awakening that may take
him to the people of the right and he must continue striving.
10 And the foremost are the foremost,
11 These are they who are drawn near (to Allah),
"And the foremost are the foremost." Sabaqa is to be ahead, to precede.
In this life everyone is either leading or being led. Allah refers here to the
state of ultimate success which is the success of the one who has moved
into the zone of the beyond time, the next creation. According to some
traditions, the sabiqun were those who early on were iniman. The Imams
identify some of the early mu'minun who went to the garden as the son
of Adam who was murdered, the first man who embraced Islam from
among Pharoah's people, Habib an-Najar who followed Sayyidna
`Isa, alayhi-s-salam, and 'Ali ibn Abi Talib, alayhi-s-salam.
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As-sabiqun generally refers to those who will be in the garden without
question, being already in that state in this life.
They are the near ones, the ones who have come first. Traditionally,
the people of tafsir (, Qur'anic commentary) have said that it refers to all
the Prophets. The Prophet himself, salla-llahu `alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, said: "It refers to those who are close to my way." Those who have
fully taken on the Muhammadi path have no account to render because
they were rendering their account at all times during their lives. They
had already been in a complete state of abandonment.
12 In the gardens of bliss.
13 A numerous company from among the first,
14 And a few from among the latter.
They are "in the gardens of bliss." Na`im ( ) is from na'ama,to live in
comfort, ease. Nima is a blessing, any thing one wants to have more of.
"It may be that you dislike a thing while it is good for you." (al-Baqara:
216). Often something comes to man in which he does not see the goodness. If man were to see what befalls him as being in the name of Allah,
the Beneficent, the Merciful, bismi-llahi-r-Rahmani-r-Rahim, then he would
see the mercy behind every event and every situation. Otherwise he
would be judging from his individual point of view. The mu'min only
sees goodness no matter how it may look to others. If he is in true iman, if
he believes that the controller of this creation is the Rahman, he will try to
see the rahma of Allah behind every event. For that reason,
the mu'min's heart is never baffled, shocked, or disturbed.
The mu'min acts as best he can because he is both actor and acted upon.
Outwardly, he will respond to an emergency, while inwardly, he will be
content, knowing that it came from the Reality. If he dislikes what happens to him it is because he has judged it incorrectly and erroneously.
Judgement is based on the degree of ignorance and knowledge. "And
it may be that you love a thing while it is evil for you." (al-Baqara: 216)
A child loves to be buried under a mound of chocolate, whereas a
grownup with knowledge may recognize the damage it can cause his
health. A responsible young man does not realize the affliction and the
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responsibility that comes with wealth until he earns it by the sweat of his
brow; then he recognizes the difficulty of acquiring it, keeping it and dispensing it correctly. An irresponsible person, however, has a romantic
desire for things without knowing what danger and affliction ac-company them.
A group of those who came earlier to the knowledge of Reality came
earlier to the garden of iman. They were early in the sense that they arrived at the garden before death, having achieved in this life the state of
joy, tranquility and abandonment. They already knew the meaning of
bliss and had a direct knowledge of tawhid in this world. Those who
have not obtained direct knowledge can only improve their prayers and
supplications in the hope that they will get it when this chain of the body
and the world is removed by death. No matter how much one is
in tawhid and iman there is still the pull of the body. It is another of
Allah's reminders that one is held by the chain of this realm of existence.
It does not matter to what extent one is in total abandonment, duality
and loss are still recognized.
Human injustice exists because the ultimate height in spiritual evolution, which is the historical or worldly event of the appearance of
the Mahdi (literally the rightly guided one; he is the twelfth Imam who is
in concealment), has not occurred. At that time, the earth will be inherited by the humble people of right action and Allah's justice will be fully
manifest in this life.
If one is concerned about time, then one is concerned about the chronology of events. If the light of intellect enables one to go beyond time
for just a moment, then "early" implies those who simply got the message, regardless of when. Those whose main concern is to live the life
of tawhid are inclined to place less importance upon time. The man who
seeks unification seeks to obtain Sayyidna Ibrahim's knowledge, he seeks
the company of the Prophet, salla-llahu alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, and desires the guidance, counsel and companionship of the Imams and the select sahaba(companions). He wishes to be close to their state. It is meaningless to desire closeness to them physically, without desiring to take of
what they possess of meanings. And if one wishes closeness to their state
it can occur at any time, because their states are expounded to man
through the Qur'an, the sunna (Prophetic custom) and hadith (tradition).
One is living in their presence if one has access to the gate of their state.
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15 On thrones decorated,
16 Reclining on them, facing one another.
The root of surur (thrones) is sarra, which is to make happy, to confide
a secret, to hide something. From it come many words that form an interesting pattern of meanings. Surer is joy, implying that the source of joy is
a secret that can only be whispered to oneself. It is the secret of secrets
and cannot be divulged. If one is happy, happiness is itself the explanation of that state, .but one cannot give the source of that state to someone
else. It relates to another level of consciousness.
A pleasure is something one can share, something one can buy. It is related to attachments and is a worldly thing while surer, joy, is for its own
sake. The bird sings because its nature is to sing, irrespective of whether
the hunter is hunting it or the neighborhood is giving it extra food. A
pleasure is the result of something that has occurred. A person is lonely,
then he meets a companion who echoes much of what he believes in that is a pleasure. Someone was hungry, there was emptiness in his
stomach and it was filled by food - that is a pleasure. Pleasure is like
neutralization: the negative and the positive meet and are neutralized.
Joy is something else; it is the negation of the negative. joy occurs
when what was considered to be desirable has been recognized as being wahm, illusion. Negation of the negative is positive and that is the
normal state of man. It is for this reason that man inherently seeks joy.
He knows pleasure, he knows it is purchasable, but he does not readily
know the way to joy. Man seeks happiness because it is his real nature.
He is unhappy because he has been telling himself that he needs a certain something to be happy. He constantly runs after it, but as soon as he
gets it, he desires something else.
The door to the abode of joy is the recognition of how to unknot what
one has knotted. That is why it is said that the source is a secret within a
secret. A desirable thing is in itself a wahm. The recognition of
the wahm is the negation of it. And if that negation is genuine, then the
root of joy is being nourished from within. That is the soil in which the
tree of contentment will grow. Contentment is a tree that nobody can
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transplant into anybody else. One has to, through one's own labor, nurture it and make it grow.
There is inherent contentment in a created being such as a bird, but
man has the consciousness of contentment. Furthermore, he has the light
of consciousness of consciousness. This establishes man as the highest of
creation. Man is conscious of the consciousness of happiness. He is conscious of the consciousness of unhappiness.
Surur cannot be passed on, it has to be earned. If one has grasped the
way to its attainment one will constantly seek after it in one's life. It has
nothing to do with time or place. Often, an ignorant man returns to the
lake or the mountain top where he had spent a holiday or had had a
good time, thinking that he can reproduce the inner state of a momentary opening of the heart. He yearns for the upliftment of joyfulness. This
perverted seeking is found among the inspired souls of people such as
artists and composers. In the biographies of these madmen, one will find
that they often go back to the same mountain spot or shack, to live for
the rest of their lives in a romantic illusion so that they can reproduce
their creative moments. But creative moments are moments of detachment from this world. It simply happened that he was there in that
chalet on that mountain top. He yearns for the moment of joy he experienced but cannot retrieve it. He thinks joy is prescribable or describable
but it is not. "The path of those upon whom Thou hast bestowed favors. Not (the path) of those upon whom Thy wrath is brought down,
nor of those who go astray." (al-Fatiha: 7) Look at what has caused you
trouble and kept you from joy: attachments, expectations, desires and
fears - guard against these and you are already in the garden.
The root of the word surur is also connected with the word meaning
the cutting of the umbilical cord of a newborn baby. It is a joy ; because
the child is no longer dependent on a thing called 'womb.' The cutting
heralds his outer independence and leads him to the possibility of understanding that he is dependent only upon Allah. It is the beginning of a
journey of joyfulness during which the child may begin to recognize that
he is a child of Truth and Reality and that he is born by the grace of Allah, while the mother was the instrument within whom he had dwelt before birth. The potentiality of his existence before conception was in the
knowledge of Allah and became an expression, a manifestation.
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Sarir ( thrones, bed, singular of surer) is a symbol of relief from outer
troubles and a means of joy. It allows one to relax and establishes a
mood of happiness, a state of restfulness. "Reclining on them, facing
one another." Reclining upon the couches, the near ones are not
troubled, they are relaxed.Mutaqabilin (facing one another) is
from taqabala to meet, to be face to face. They see their reflection in each
other. They see others who are like them. They see repeat performances,
holograms. Its root is qabala to receive;qibla, from the same root, is that to
which one turns; qabila is a midwife, the one who faces and receives the
baby.
17 Round about them shall go youths never altering in age,
18 With goblets and ewers and a cup of pure drink;
19 They shall not be affected with headache thereby, nor shall they
get exhausted;
20 And fruits such as they choose,
21 And the flesh of fowl such as they desire.
This realm of experience, the janna (garden) is timeless. Man can only
understand it from the reference point of his present existence which is
based on existential needs, one person serving another.
The mithal (metaphor) of the eternally youthful servants implies that in
the non-time zone of the next life that state is no longer subject to decay.
The mentioning of meat in the garden is significant. It has been given
its prominent position in this life because it is regarded as an important
aspect of diet. It contains much of what man needs in terms of amino
acids, minerals and vitamins. Traditionally, the practices of Islam encouraged the Muslims to eat it once or twice a week. Today, modern dieticians recommend that meat should only be eaten twice and fish once a
week, the rest of the diet being composed of grains and vegetables. Traditionally, people ate animals that could be caught locally within the appropriate season. Today one finds people eating large quantities of meat
and fat in places such as the Arabian peninsula where the temperature is
exceedingly hot. Eating foods out of location and season only causes
sickness. The aya describing the availability of meat in the garden is
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a mithal and does not mean that there are hunting parties in the garden.
The indication is that the nourishment is of the highest and subtlest
values.
22 And pure, beautiful ones,
23 The like of the hidden pearls:
24 A reward for what they used to do.
The hur (virgins of paradise) are described as pearls,maknun, hidden,
kept, highly treasured; from the wordkanna, to conceal, shelter. They are
forever preserved in that translucency and purity.
The state of the garden is the mirror image, the reflection, of the quality of one's actions in this world. "A reward for what they used to do":
one's reward is the action itself. It does not come later in time because in
Reality there is no time. Action has its own reward within itself in this
time zone. In the next life, where there is no time, it manifests again in
meaning, in a state in which the soul sees itself.
Man perceives that having done a good turn for someone, he is paid
back years later. Those with inner sight derive joy at the time of the action itself. They do not care for the visible outcome, which is completely
secondary. It is like an expert gardener who, when he sees the plant
nourished, visualizes the entire cycle of growth and decay. It is only the
greedy and hungry fellow who simply waits for the fruit. The gardener
who is totally in the joy of the process of gardening has already envisioned the fruit and has gone beyond it. Only the animal waits for the
thing to manifest in order to eat it. From the point of view of the man of
knowledge, the man who has abandoned himself, his action instantly
contains the reward. And yet, there are also fruits that materially appear,
but their unfoldment is in time and the seeker wants to know the nontime. It is the subtle being who recognizes that his action is its own reward. The quality of his reward is according to the source of his action,
which is his intention. The being who has complete presence and awareness sees how the rewards and the actions are not separate.
25 They shall not hear therein vain or sinful discourse,
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26 Except the word peace, peace.
Laghw (foolish talk) is that which is empty of meaning. The root of the
word is lagha to talk nonsense, to make mistakes; in another form, it
means to invalidate, nullify, eliminate. From lagha comes the word lugha,
language. Lughawimeans an expert in language and laghwi means
someone who talks both a great deal and a lot of nonsense. Notice that
an expert in language and one who talks nonsense are almost the same
word.
"They shall not hear therein vain or sinful discourse." There is
no ta'thim, offense or sin. There is complete equity there, no injustice.
justice of the next world will be witnessed by all because there will be no
interference with it. In this world one may see many outward aberrations
in justice. Looking with an inner eye one sees nothing other than justice.
As an outward being, having an outward orientation, one has to constantly do one's best to bring about outer justice, although inwardly one
may see by the eye of abandonment that everything is perfect. Because
there is no human interference, the next life will be completely meaningful and just. In this life, because man acts inadvertently or erroneously
and transgresses, he recognizes what appears to be unjust. Looking
through the eye of Reality, even what appears to be unjust is just.
Man is given a choice of acting or not acting. Acting wrongly results in
an undesirable situation and therefore he makes claims of injustice. He
has been acting incongruously with the governing laws. Outwardly, one
strives to bring about outer justice; inwardly, one accepts whatever is decreed
as
being
a
part
of
the tarbiya (upbringing),
of
the rububiyya(lordship). Outwardly, one acts as the hand of Allah, as the
leg of Allah, as the eye of Allah, because man is the khalifa(deputy) of Allah. That is tawhid.
Man, being confused, usually acts in opposition to this because he is
afraid of being tested.
If, in upholding justice, a man finds that he is swamped by a situation
of injustice, he still does his best though it may engulf him. He realizes
that the situation has been caused by the transgressions of others, but
that he still must pay the price along with the others. Imam
Husayn, alayhi-s-salam, did not escape the injustice that had been going
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on for twenty years. It cost his blood and that of seventy-two members of
his family. He was not above it. The wave of tyranny will eat the good
and the bad in its wake. But if a man is a true man of abandonment, he
recognizes that this is the justice of Allah. He does not recognize his own
he-ness. He too is part of the fodder.
Imam Hasan's fight was, in contrast, making a peace treaty. He knew
that the forty thousand soldiers who were promised to him would turn
against him on the day of battle, and he saw that there was no reason to
shed blood. When he signed the treaty some people still turned against
him. Whichever way one acts one cannot win with man's justice. Man's
justice has flaws, while Allah's justice is perfect. Allah's justice is to give
one the opportunity to know the meaning of blissful abandonment into
Allah. By suffering the closing of all doors except one, man is guided to
Allah's door.
"Except the word peace, peace." Peace is where there is no action, stillness beyond which there is no stillness, the eye of the storm where all is
quiet. One minute in a hurricane seems like a year, whereas its eye appears to be in timeless peace. Its outer perimeter is in maximum agitation. The men of the state of the hurricane's eye, the people of the garden,
do not hear any nonsense. There is no movement or anything other than
recognizable, cognizable peace. It is not the peace of a dead stone but of
pure awareness, a state of bliss which man can taste here and now if he
keeps to the path of Allah, if he keeps to the path of the Qur'an and the
sunna of the Prophet without hypocrisy. It is the higher state of the
garden that men of Allah - who have taken the message and who have
invested rightly, correctly and fully - can attain.
27 And the companions of the right hand; how happy are the companions of the right hand!
28 Amid thornless lote-trees,
For the "companions of the right hand," the state of joy that they had in
this world is mirrored in the next. The sidr is the lotetree of the next
world. It has no thorns because everything in the next experience is in its
purest form. Women are forever virginal, forever translucent, forever
alive. Everything is in its ultimate, highest, purest, non-agitated form.
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Thorns are undesirable, and therefore do not exist in the garden of the
next world. There is nothing that will afflict its inhabitants.
29 And banana-trees (with fruits), one above another.
Talhin mandud is the description of the banana tree in the early stages
of its development, when its clusters of fruit are bunched together. This
is a reference to the fruits of different shapes and descriptions that may
not have been known amongst people of the day. Arabia was limited in
what it had of these items. It is an allusion to the fact that there are so
many things which one does not know of in the next life, so many other
aspects of taste or of realizations.
30 And extended shade,
31 And water flowing constantly,
32 And abundant fruit,
33 Neither intercepted nor forbidden,
34 And exalted thrones.
"And extended shade." In the desert culture of Arabia the sun, though
a giver of life, is also a destroyer of life, so therefore shade is a great
mercy. The bigger the shade of something the greater is the object itself,
and what is greater than Allah, al-Azim? If you are with Allah you have
maximum shade. Zillin mamdudin is literally a long or extended shadow.
In Islamic culture one used to show respect to a revered person or saint
by saying: "May Allah increase your shadow."
In the final abode one witnesses maximum shade. Everything is in the
shade of the Creator. There are no individuals who can cast a shadow or
darken anything. Zillin mamdudin isthe shadow which protects one and
which, by inference, causes one to recognize Allah, because direct witnessing is not possible; one cannot see Reality, only its effects. The knowledge of Allah is by inference. One infers His existence. If anyone were to
say that he has seen Allah, it would mean that he is either mad or a liar.
If someone were to say that he has seen Allah at a given time and place,
then where would He be the rest of the time? Allah is Ever-Present, All-
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Encompassing - beyond time, beyond comprehension, beyond sight. The
faculties of sight and comprehension exist by the life which Allah has
placed in people. How can these faculties perceive what makes them
function? It is not possible. One infers there is Allah by reason, by heart,
and by one's fitra (innate character). Within everyone is the seed that recognizes the perfect Creator. The imperfection in His creation that one
sees is from the imperfect purification of one's own heart.
35 Surely We have made them to grow into a (new) growth,
The garden is the new creation where there are no desires, whims,
troubles or attachments. Nasha'a is to grow, to rise up, to come into existence. Allah says: "Surely We have made them to grow into a (new)
growth." It is of another foundation, one that is not physical. It is based
upon light. The world of light is only accessible to man in moments of
deep meditation and reflection.
Then We have made them virgins,
37 Loving, equals in age,
38 For the companions of the right hand.
39 A numerous company from among the first,
40 And a numerous company from among the last.
Stretching man's imagination, Allah describes the physical satisfaction
of man-woman companionship. "Then We have made them virgins."
The women there, in the next experience, are in perpetual virginity. We
understand that in this realm it is not possible. One of the Imams was
asked how a woman could remain a virgin. He replied that it was not a
question of virginity in the physical sense. The descriptions of women
and drink are not what can be experienced or understood. They are
a mithil. They belong to another insha', another construction in the world
of lights and consciousness.
41 And those of the left hand, how wretched are those of the left
hand!
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42 In hot wind and boiling water,
43 And the shade of black smoke,
44 Neither cool nor honorable.
Those at a loss in this world are grouped together and cast aside for
their crimes. The beings that have not evolved and polished themselves
in this existence are left to be recycled, fired and finished. They experience hot wind and boiling water, the opposites of tranquility, joy, stability and ease.
Allah's judgement is the perfect judgement. He is the All-Forgiving.
He knows how to find and segregate those who are the doubtful cases.
Some of the great seers, such as Mulla Sadra and Ibn al-`Arabi, often describe the situation of the `in-between.' Although the zone of the `inbetween' begins in the next life, in the zone of non-time, its enactment
can be imagined to be in time because it is the interspace, the `inbetween' of this life and the next, after the segregation.
Some of these seers talk about the purification of people by fire.
Ibn al-`Arabi gives the fire seven different categories. A person may be
put to fire in order to experience it, in order to give him a final chance to
ask for forgiveness. Knowledge of the categories of fire may be of use,
but may also result in unnecessary speculation. Being brought up in such
a materialistic world, man immediately wants to subcategorize and contain everything, like the so-called scientists who run around the world
collecting beautiful birds and butterflies to fill yet another biological museum. This is not the way to the attainment of inner knowledge. It is not
by accumulation.
Traditions have reported that there are people who may be judged by
men to be evil but by Allah's judgement are good. We cannot overlook
someone's crime within shari`a(outward path); judgement in this zone of
life can only be according to shari`a, not beyond it. Allah will have His
own judgement on the subtler, hidden aspects of transgression, but shat
is not our domain.
45 Surely they were before that made to live in ease and plenty.
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46 And they persisted in the great violation.
"Surely they were before that made to live in ease and plenty." Mutraf
means living luxuriously and recklessly in this world. It implies going
beyond one's needs. Being reckless with nature's generosity, one becomes covetous and abusive. Zakat (charity, purification by giving) acts
as a natural cure against the greed that often besets man. The Prophet, salla-llahu alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, was asked why zakat was two and a
half percent. He said that in following Allah's justice and nature's intention, one finds that for every thousand people there are twenty-five truly
destitute ones who are unable to provide for themselves and have to be
carried by the rest.
If Allah loves someone He causes him trouble so as to awaken him.
Out of love for one's land one causes it trouble by ploughing it, turning it
upside down. The business of the heart (qalb) is to be maqlub (turned) so
that it gives up and becomes free.
A mutraf loves the world and is content with it. Though themutraf has
invested wrongly, he is reinforced in his error by material success. The
Qur'an advises the people of the right to leave him alone for his time will
be short. He is far from Reality and unable to see that this life is going, to
come to an end. He has not invested in the next abode. Allah says that
when He wants to destroy a culture or a people that have transgressed,
He unleashes the mutrafln (plural of mutraf).They know-exactly how to
manipulate the system. They are the ultimate parasites. By their transgression within the worldly system, justice is established. The ecology
has a perfect mechanism of replenishing itself. The transgression of
the mutrafin will cause a reaction and they will be destroyed along with
the elements and products of their transgression. It is a cybernetic, ecological cycle of destruction and self-rejuvenation, destroying an order that
is not conducive to rejuvenate and resuscitate the order of nature. People
are not destroyed by winged creatures descending and blowing fire on
them. They are destroyed by the creature within and amongst themselves. Those who have a measure of detachment and reflection can see it
repeated continuously in the history of man, because nothing changes.
The sunny of Allah never changes. The law that governs existence is absolutely firm and is the foundation upon which everything else is built.
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The permanency of the laws reflects an aspect of Allah's mercy, in that
man is given something to rely upon. Man's laws have no such mercy or
permanency. If the people who died a hundred years ago in America
were to return, they would be imprisoned within a day, because they
would have no idea of how to approach and negotiate the cumbersome,
complicated laws of today. The true laws are unchanging laws. They
come from the one and only true foundation of this existence and the
next.
The mutrafun often meet to decide about the billions in the world who
are barely surviving. The well-off and those who are at ease discuss the
plight of the have-nots in this world in an academic and abstract way.
When the high-tech cultures study the ways and means of helping the
have-nots, it is out of self-interest rather than out of equity and justice.
They are concerned about poverty, because if it were left to become too
widespread it could cause revolution and the loss of their potential markets. To stabilize the situation they make a token effort to help the poor
in Indonesia, Malaysia, Bangladesh and Africa. The Qur'an says: "They
persisted in great violation." The mutrafun have persisted in violating
the laws of Allah.
47 And they used to say: What! when we die and have become dust
and bones, shall we then indeed be raised?
48 Or our fathers of yore?
The deniers of the akhira (next life) think that this life is all that there is;
therefore they want to grab all of it here and now in sensual pleasures
and indulgences. There are two attitudes towards the next world. The
first trusts that this world is not an end, but rather, a prelude to a neverending world. Its people follow this trust until they know it directly.
They are the believers. The man of trust regards this life as a trainingground for entry into the non-time zone. The second attitude towards
the next world is held by the man without trust. He is greedy because
there is nothing else for him but this life. He becomes increasingly covetous. He does not seek to obtain the qualifications for entry into the
garden of the next life by sharpening his awareness, and increasing his
joyfulness, abandonment and freedom. He is programmed to seek freedom but seeks it within the physical world. This is a perversion. Man is a
seeker by nature, but if he believes that this life is the end, his motivation
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for action takes on a dimension that brings on chaos. This is the difference between the believer and the non-believer.
Man's disbelief in the akhira manifests in greed and aggressiveness.
Today it is considered desirable to be aggressive and ambitious, In the
past, if a person were described with those qualities, he would have been
denounced. Now `ambitious and aggressive' means he is the first candidate to be employed.
In every man there is a yearning to live forever. But he does not reflect
that this yearning is from Allah beaming within him, telling him to come
back to his source. It is a constant signal from the heart whose meaning is
foreverness. Whatever good a man does, he will want to preserve
forever. The call of Allah is from within, to come to know the meaning of
foreverness, because He is the Forever. There is only He, la huwa illa
hu ( literally: There is no he but He). The point is missed, however, and
the beam of light is dulled.
The world is attractive. Once you have dipped one toe in it you are
pulled into its current and become completely engulfed. Human beings
today are engulfed by the situation they are in. All are caught in the
high-tech factory of modern life which does nothing other than spew
them out after a lifetime of slave-like service, rejected and dejected. The
best of them, their leaders, metamorphose into names of streets, stadiums and squares. The slaves follow habits, but the seeker breaks habits
and becomes free of the system of enslavement.
49 Say: The first and the last,
50 Shall most surely be gathered together for the appointed hour of a
known day. 51 Then shall you, O you who err and call it a lie!
In the Qur'an, a day (yawm) does not mean twenty four hours. It is
said that the day of your Lord is like a thousand years of what you
count. Elsewhere it is described as fifty thousand years. With Allah there
is no time. Time is relative, as is shown by the phenomenon of travelling
near the speed of light. "The first and the last shall most surely be
gathered together for the appointed hour of a known day." There is a
specific destiny for the outer world and for the inner world.
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Those who have denied continue in their state of loss, into the zone of
the beyond-time where the time dimension is erased and a state of perpetual turmoil lasts forever. The denier, having denied that his breath
was given to him in order to glorify the One Who gave him breath, finds
it to be timeless restlessness. In the state of everlasting loss, in the fire,
nothing takes root. The more one attempts to contain the fire, the more it
devours what is in and around it.
52 Most surely eat of a tree of Zaqqum,
53 And fill (your) bellies with it;
The individual is nourished from an everlasting bitterness, a tree of
zaqqum that comes up from the bottomless pit ofjahannam (hell). He experiences being lost in timelessness as if he was filling up his stomach
with un-nourishing bitterness. He drinks without satisfaction.
54 Then drink over it of boiling water;
55 And drink as drinks the thirsty camel.
56 This is their gift on the day of requital.
Water is used to extinguish and reduce heat and is one of the elements
that seeks to establish equilibrium. These elements or characteristics are:
wet, dry, hot, and cold. If one is too hot, one is likely to go towards what
is cool. Being too dry attracts one towards the wet. Man seeks to be in
balance. Everything is kept in balance by the One. But at the appointed
hour, the characteristics of the elements which served as equalizers in the
physical creation are no longer applicable. Him are thirsty camels. This
word is related to the word ha'im, meaning perplexed, mystified. In this
life, man fills himself up with that which he considers necessary and
without which he imagines he could not be happy. He abuses himself
and nature by excessive consumption.
The description of the wretchedness of the "companions ofthe left" is
that of jahannam, the fire. One of the derivativesof jahannam is jahnim, a
bottomless pit, the state of zero gravity, the state of receiving the. very
bad news that something you have cherished is no longer with you. Imagine someone suddenly being given news of multiple catastrophies, that
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everything which he had invested in, loved, or considered important for
his tranquility, is gone - that is jahnim.
Man wants istiqrar, which is constancy, stability, and security. One
finds in Arabic that a word is linked to many other words through its
root. These words echo variations, make clear, and give greater depth of
meaning to the initial word. Istaqarra ( verbal form of istiqrar) is to seek
security or permanent residence. Iqrar is a foundation or settlement, and
qarrara means to decide, report or relate. All these words belong to the
same root as qarra, which means to establish, determine or resolve.
If a man is a man of truthfulness, he must admit that he is, ultimately,
secure; for how could he seek the foundation of the origin of something
that was not already in him?
The fact that man is seeking security is the proof that his origin or essence is secure, but he is looking elsewhere inghafla, (heedlessness, stupidity). He thinks that his security lies with this fellow or with that job that is ghafla. The fact that he is looking for security means that security is
naturally attainable.
There is a story about a man, who one night lost his ring and went
looking for it under a street lamp. After some hours, while people had
collected around him to help, no trace of the ring had been found.
Someone finally asked where he had lost the ring and he replied, "I lost it
in there," pointing to his house. "Why, then, are we not looking for it
there?" asked the inquirer, shocked. The owner of the ring replied,
"Because there is no light in there." Man often looks where it is convenient for him to search. He does not look where the truth lies. It is human
nature.
57 We have created you, why do you not then assent?
58 Have you considered the seed?
59 Is it you that create it or are We the creators?
Man's coming forth into the world is not an accident, it is purposeful.
Accident is a description used to indicate an inability to understand a
situation. Man has been created, why can he not confirm that? Why can
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he not accept this as true? Tusaddiqun is from saddaqa, to consider to be
true.
Can man not see how procreation occurs? Did he create his offspring
or is he simply a vehicle? He has not a clue concerning the amazing
transformation that takes place in the womb. It is by the act of Allah. His
act is simply an animalistic act.
60 We have ordained death among you and We are not to be
overcome,
61 In order that We may bring in your place the likes of you and
make you grow into what you know not.
62 And certainly you know the first growth, why do you not then
mind?
"We have ordained death among you and We are not to be overcome." Mawt, death, is the experience of an apparent discontinuity, a separation in the path. But man cannot experience separation unless he inherently contains the experience of gatheredness. The subtle entity within him separates from the gross entity and this separation is experienced
as death. In the separation there is also unification. The body unifies with
what it belongs to, its element. It goes back to the earth. The ruh (soul,
spirit) goes back to where it belongs by the order of the one and only, allpermeating Creator. Qadr from qadara is what is ordained, decreed or
measured. Everything is according to a measure.
When a culture is open, genuinely and spontaneously allowing for exposure, then it can grow, adapt and become fully fit. Then it is worthy of
fulfilling its trust as the pinnacle of creation. When it is not, it is replaced.
Cultures will come and go. There is an element of the survival of the fittest in every aspect of life, there is no denying it. Man has been brought
here in a state which appears to be tarnished and which has the possiblity of sinking low because of the necessary equilibrium between body
and soul. He will be constructed again where the construction material is
not physical. The next cycle in the rise of consciousness is based on material which is difficult for a human -being constructed out of earthbound, mud-made materials - to fully comprehend, except by a stretch of
the imagination. Man is like a prisoner whose view is as wide as the bars
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on the windows of his cell allow. If he uses his faculties of reason and
heart, he can imagine that what he sees in front of him must occur in
likeness somewhere else. Through this use of perception man can reach
an understanding of the akhira.
Understanding the first growth, man knows that biologically, he has
come from a mucousy, base beginning. He knows in his heart, if the
heart is qalib (turning), that the root of life is not affected by his experiential life, but is a permanent, uncontaminated source. Allah appeals to
man to look and understand that within him dwells the knowledge of
his evolution, and that evolution, though manifesting now in time, must
have had its roots in the zone of precreation. Man, from before creation,
was planned. He was a potential manifestation. Allah reminds man in
the Qur'an of the time when he was in the non-manifest, simply as potential energies.
63 Have you considered what you sow?
64 Is it you that cause it to grow, or are We the causers of growth?
65 If We pleased, We should have certainly made it broken down into pieces, then would you begin to lament:
66 Surely we are burdened with debt;
"Have you considered what you sow?" Man is simply an instrument
of sowing seeds, whether the seeds are those of other human beings or of
plants. He is simply an actor. He has not written the script nor has he
any, possibility of changing the laws that govern it. The only degree of
freedom he has is that of acting his role perfectly. When one sees a perfect actor, one believes that he is truly living his role. He has unified his
will with destiny. It is an aspect of tawhid; he genuinely and totally becomes one with his part. From Reality's point of view, he is not in separation though he may imagine that he is. If your act is pure and perfect
then there is no resistance between your will and what you are applying
yourself to, because the application has been for Allah, by Allah and in
Allah. This is baraka (blessing), divine efficiency. It is harmony, ecology,
balance and sanity.
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Man is not the cause of events, he is simply one string of an instrument
in an orchestra. Man can move because there is life in him. He did not
cause life to come to him; he is only a conduit. If one is genuinely dependent on the knowledge that Allah is the best of guardians, then one
truly knows that there is no power or strength except by Allah (la hawla
wa la quwata illa billah), that Entity from Whom there has been no
separation.
If Allah wills, the actions man may feel proud of may be destroyed. It
is in man's nature that he will, with audacity and arrogance, explain as
superficial causes what are actually and simply the will of Allah.
67 Nay! we are deprived.
The Qur'an carries the reader to the present, into the next life and into
what preceded life. It is the unifier by a thread that goes back and forth
in time.
"Surely, we are burdened with debt." Gharama is to pay a fine. In physical existence man has fed himself from the wrong source and is now being penalized. The noun gharam means infatuation. When the final event
occurs, at which time there is no possibility of arrogance or of duplicity,
man is completely in a state of obsession and infatuation. There is no
possibility of putting right his previous actions. If one thinks that he is in
prison now, what will it be like then? No action will be rectifiable.
68 Have you considered the water which you drink?
69 Is it you that send it down from the clouds, or are We the senders?
70 If We pleased, We would have made it salty; why do you not then
give thanks?
Look at the water you drink. If Allah had willed, all the water in the
world could have been brackish. Reality challenges man by showing him
the mercy and delicate balance of the creation. By changing one factor
the entire creational setup would have been different; it would have been
intolerant to forms of life on land. Taking for granted what Allah has
given man is arrogance.
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71 Have you considered the fire which you strike?
72 Is it you that produce the trees for it, or are We the producers?
Shajar means tree. In Islamic culture the tree traditionally symbolizes
the tree of life; its branches symbolize all the aspects of creation connected to one trunk which reaches down under the ground to its roots
which draw up nourishment for the entire organism. Does man know
the root of life? Does he know its meaning? Has he created it? Has he
created fire? All that he has done is to rub two sticks to gether to get a
spark; he has done nothing. He is simply an experiencer - Allah is
the Munshi', the Producer. Life's origin lies with the one and only Reality
to Whom everything belongs anyway.
73 We have made it a reminder and an advantage for the wayfarers
of the desert.
74 Therefore glorify the name of your Lord, the Great.
Tadhkira is from dhikr, which is remembrance, awareness and a way of
passage. Tadhkira in modern Arabic means a ticket. It is to remind whoever stops you at the gate that you are allowed to get into the next situation. It is the qualification for entry based upon reminding the ticket
collector.
The password for the door to glorification is the Name, theism. At the
door, upon being received, the Name is given. A man of sidq, a man of
truth, says: Allah, or, my Lord. It is said in the traditions that when the
aya "Therefore glorify the name of your Lord, the Great" came upon the
Prophet,salla-llahu `alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, he made it the way of worship. He asked the Muslims to say, "subhana rabbi-l-`azimi wa bihamdih"
when they went into ruku` (bowing), because one does ruku' after standing and witnessing this life, the next life, the fire, the garden, and the origin. Whoever praises the one and only Reality is heard, because Reality
is the All-Knowing. Having done that, one falls down and obliterates
one's profile. It is then, when one is at one's lowest, that one can speak of
the Highest, Al Ala - subhana rabbi-l- Ala wa bihamdih. In that state of obliteration the eyes are on dust, while one's inner eye sees the greatness
of Al- A la, the Highest, the Mightiest.
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75 But nay! I swear by the falling of stars;
76 And most surely it is a very great oath if you only knew;
"But nay! I swear by the falling of the stars," means I swear by the
truth of it, by the positioning of it. Mawaqi` (position, place where
something falls down) is fromwaqa'a, to fall. Nujum are stars, or anything
that has light - I swear by the light, by the self-effulgent light of this message, this spark of truth that ignites in the heart of the believer. The evidence is that the message hits the right switch in the heart and lights it up.
Everyone is a star, different, yet the same. It is an oath of the truth of
physical reality. It is an oath attesting to the perfection of the positions of
all things in this creation. The fixed position of the stars are a manifestation of the order of the cosmos. These fixed positions are, in fact, dynamic. They are not rigid, but interact with their environment.
77 Most surely it is an honored Qur'an,
78 In a book that is protected;
The Qur'an is that which is worthy of being read. It is that which has
been gathered - the exposition of Reality. It encompasses what can be experienced and comprehended of Reality. It has immediate use in teaching one to live correctly, harmoniously and joyfully.
The Qur'an cannot be reached or understood if approached through
the circumscribed limits of duality. If the reader is burdened by the affliction of duality, caused and nourished by his non-submission, then the
Qur'an is veiled to him. As the pure exposition of Reality, the Qur'an can
only reflect the degree of purity of the reader's heart.
79 None shall touch it save the purified ones.
The Qur'an is subtle. It contains what man imagines can be contained
and more. So how can one touch it? One can only come to know it if one
stops knowing anything else, and by complete abandonment and submission lets go into the Qur'an - there is only the Qur'an. This is the essence of the meaning of Islam.
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In the existential situation there is duality. Existential knowledge and
information are based upon a seeker and a sought. Something that has a
defined domain, such as a language, can be acquired. This is existential
knowledge and is informative; it is based on time, thinking capacity, and
patience. But the knowledge of Truth cannot be acquired in this fashion.
It can only be acquired by allowing it to emerge, because it is already
there rooted in the heart. The knowledge of Truth is not nourished because man nourishes everything else other than it. His energy has been
diverted towards otherness, towards existential matters, and the self-effulgent knowledge of the Book has not been given its due attention.
Truth is the substratum of existence and it upholds the cosmic event
which man experiences in his short life.
80 A revelation by the Lord, of the worlds.
Allah is the Lord of the two worlds, the physical and the nonphysical this world which man experiences, and the next world where he is subject to the effects of his previous intentions. He will experience and become his intentions, nothing more. In this world, the gross prevails over
the subtle, while in the next the subtle becomes obvious and everything
that was once hidden in one's heart becomes asuhufan munashshara, a
spread-open book.
81 Do you then hold this announcement in contempt?
82 And to give (it) the lie you make your means of subsistence.
The story of the dunya (this material world) and the akhiraof this life
and the next, is about purification. The human being can be likened to
water which is by nature pure. As it flows it collects grains of sand.
When the water is harnessed in a reservoir, the grains settle and the water reverts back to its pure nature. If the water is constantly kept in agitation the entire ecology of the water life is destroyed. Like water, human
beings must harness themselves so that they can observe their wrong actions and avoid them. Otherwise their individual and societal ecologies
will be disrupted and destroyed. The harness is the 'aql (intellect,
reason).
The moment the eternal absolute silence was broken by the rise of creation there was a tune. The song of iman is the Qur'an and is
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continuously heard as growth moves on biologically. If we are not tuned
to the song of iman, we are tuned to other than it. If man is tuned to other
than the Qur'an he will scorn the Qur'an, because he wants harmony, not
discord. A receiver cannot pick up two signals at once and likewise
man's nature is to listen to one waveband, not two.
83 Why is it not then that when it (soul) comes up to the throat,
84 And you at that time look on
85 And We are nearer to it than you, but you do not see
Once man has committed himself to denial, he clings to it. He clings to
what he has given value and invested in. When his life comes to an end,
he is choked with death and held looking. Allah says: "And We are nearer to it than you, but you do not see." You have not been focusing your
vision during your life on what is worthy of being seen. The Truth that
permeates all manifestations is closer than closeness itself. That is the
meaning of Allah's statement. The subtle power that underlies all visible
powers is closer to the source, closer to Allah.
86 Then why is it - if you are not held under debt 87 That you send it not back - if you are truthful?
Dayn, which means debt, is one side of a balance. If a man considers
himself to be indebted, then obviously he will address himself to it correctly. If you consider yourself to be indebted to Reality then you will return that debt. The entire existence is based upon that debt about which
Imam as-Sadiq, alayhi-s-salam, asks how it can be repaid. It is not possible
to repay it. For example, suppose you feel blissful as a result of a joyful
moment and want to be thankful for your joy. When you bring to consciousness your thankfulness, you find then that you must be thankful
for being able to thank, to thank endlessly, like the infinitely reflected
images of two mirrors facing each other. This is the meaning, that there
is no end to one's realization of the impossibility of paying such a debt. It
is an unfathomable gift, and man squanders it.
"If you are not held under debt" is a question that cannot be challenged. Look at your life and how it has disappeared. Where are the
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controls that man thought he had? 'Ali Zayn ul-`Abidin, alayhi-ssalam, said: "The true mu'min (believer) dies as if he were taking off a
filthy garment." But he who does not believe, and who has invested only
in this world, has the garment of life torn and stripped from his being as
he tries to cling on.
"Why is it - if you are not held under debt - That you send it not back
- if you are truthful?" If you are not under debt, if you are not under the
complete and utter control of your Lord, why then do you not send
death back when it comes? The mu'min, upon hearing that somebody has
died, says: "There is no power nor strength except by Allah." Man only
has relative strength during the short period of his life.
The true seeker is heartened when he hears that somebody has died,
because he knows death is the door to the next experience. He who believes rejoices, because the dead man is released from the confusion of
the duality of this life, and with certainty now has knowledge. It is not
that he rejoices because someone is destroyed - for it is only the flesh and
the bones that are destroyed, the ruh lives on. The true seeker is interested in knowledge. When a baby is born, the true seeker cries, knowing
what this new entity will have to go through.
88 Then if he is one of those drawn nigh (to) Allah)
89 Then happiness and bounty and a garden of bliss.
"Then if he is one of those drawn nigh (to Allah)." Man does not
know the Real. He does not know the way to the Real because there is no
way to the Real. But he may come to know what is not the Real. He
learns the roads that take him far from Reality. By stopping the drives
along those roads one can naturally and spontaneously be on the one
and only road, the one and only path of tawhid. The worldly existence
and the next life of he who is close to Allah is one of na`im, comfort and
ease, which is the janna (garden of paradise). In it he sees things
with tawhid and is not subject to experiential changes.
The Prophet `Isa, alayhi-s-salam, said: "I was looking for my people
when I came across those who were afraid of the fire. I told them, `You
will win by your trade. But that is not what I am looking for.' Then I
came upon the people who were praying for the garden and I said to
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them, `You will get it but you are enslaved to that state. I am not looking
for that.' Then I came upon people who were truly and simply in worship, in sane bewilderment, in pure glorification, and I said to them,
`You are my people.' "
If you want Allah, the fire and the garden are the steps to Him. In the
Qur'an there are descriptions of their different degrees. The final degree
of the garden is where there is no sound and nothing is heard: "They
shall not hear therein vain or sinful discourse, except the word peace,
peace." If there is anything to be heard it is peace, peace. It is pure consciousness. What happens in the lower garden is the negation, or the
neutralization, of desires by their fulfillment, in order for one to go beyond them into utter silence, into the essence.
90 And if he is one of those on the right hand,
91 Then peace to you from those on the right hand.
This sura is about the different states that one may acquire according
to the degree of one's tawhid. The muqarrabun, the close ones, are far from
other than Him and are therefore close to Him.
The people of the right are the righteous, are those who have acted diligently. Some commentators describe the ashabu-l-yamin (companions of
the right) as the ashabu-l-mujahada, the people who are in jihad, the people
who continually strive and are patient in their suffering. There is peace
upon them even though they are in turmoil and affliction. This life is the
house of affliction, but if the affliction is harnessed along the path taken
by the Prophet, salla-llahu alayhi wa a`lihi wa sallam, it is tolerable. Otherwise a sane person can only jump from a window and openly declare the
incomprehensibility of his existence. This life is a place of hardship in
which resistance to Allah's mercy is rubbed away. Man has no option but
to be in jihad.
92 And if he is one of the rejecters, the erring ones,
93 He shall have a gift of boiling water,
94 And burning in hell.
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"And if he is one of the rejecters," meaning, if he has denied the one
and only Truth, if he has denied that tawhid. A man by his rejection is
called one of the mukadhdhibin ad-dallin(rejecters, erring ones). First he
lies, denying what he knew within his heart to be true. If man denies his
indebtedness, he is at a loss.
"He shall have a gift of boiling water." Man can experience the drinking of hot water here and now. When one becomes very angry and emotionally disturbed, even attempts to crush that anger are rejected and
only increase the fire of agitation. The cool rains of mercy are not recognized and thus have the effect of boiling water. An outer fire is containable and its boundaries are known, while the inner fires of desire, lust,
fear and anger, are without boundary. Man himself is the tree that feeds
the fire. The ultimate state of the mukadhdhibinbe comes nuzulun min
hamim. Their home is where the boiling water, the fire, is. They dwell
in jahim, roastinghell.
95 Most surely this is a certain truth.
96 Therefore glorify the name of your Lord, the Great.
"Most surely this is a certain truth." One is earning entry into the next
life by one's actions in this life - and actions are based on intentions. Man
manufactures either the key to hell or the key to heaven, and begins to
experience those states here by the purity of his intentions. There is no
discontinuity. Those who manufacture the key to hell already experience
it now. It is a continuum from this life into the next.
The one who manufactures the key of joy, the key to the garden, has
already entered that state. The file that he has in his hand, which is
knowledge combined with action, is used to smooth the rough edges of
himself, of his personality, with all its special contours of desire. If he is
ultimately willing to be filed down to nothing, to be a non-entity, then he
will recognize the One Entity. The more he asserts his own identity, the
less he can see the One Entity.
The Prophet, salla-llahu `alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, has said: "There are
not two hearts in the breast of man." If one's intention is to know, one
will come to know Allah. And once you have come to know Allah, nothing else matters. If your intention is only to have economic well being,
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then you will get that and all the difficulties inherent in it. If your intention is to have a house and the pleasure of children, you will get that and
the disappointments that naturally come along with it. You cannot get
one thing without its opposite. This is the balance. The Qur'an is called
the Mizan, the Balance, and the laws that govern existence are in balance.
Existence is not chaos, it is cosmos - in precise balance.
Amir ul-Mu'minin 'Ali, alayhi-s-salam, once said that the first thing that
comes to the man of abandonment and faith is a glimpse of Reality, of
which he seeks to attain certainty. That certainty comes by questioning,.
studying, understanding, and moving steadily along the path, by living
the Qur'an. The first stage of certainty is like being informed that there is
a fire in the wood, and you trust the reliability of the informant to have
given correct information. This is called ilmu-l yaqin ( the knowledge' of
certainty). The second stage is actually seeing it, witnessing the truth of
the message, and this is `aynu-l-yaqin (the eye or source of certainty). The
third stage is haqqu-l yaqin (the truth of certainty), which is actually experiencing the fire. One experiences the fire's warmth by being next to it or
being burned by it. There is no doubt about its quality anymore. The
fourth stage is haqqu-l-haqq (the truth of the truth), when one is consumed in the fire and there is nothing left.
La huwa illa hu: There is none other than He. This is the final stamp of
Truth. One burns in it. Nothing can take it away from you once it has
been engraved because then you have paid your debt.
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Chapter

6

Surat ul-Mulk
The Kingdom
Introduction
This Meccan sura illustrates and proves the comprehensive totality of
lordship. Creation appears to be made of different systems, each moving
towards the fulfillment of its potential, and these systems, seen or unseen, are interlinked.
The Controller of all these systems is one Creator Who is beyond time
and encompasses all of creation. All bounties and mercies are for the
purpose of recognizing His unbounded mercy, the mercy of this beneficent Creator to Whom all creation will return, and by Whose grace creation has come about.
In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful.
1 Blessed is He in Whose hand is the kingdom, and He has power
over all things,
2 Who created death and life that He may try you-which of you is best
in deeds; and He is the Mighty, the Forgiving,
The creation is based on the Creator's love for what He created. And
what He created was from Him, sustained by Him, supported by Him, to
Him. When that love is made manifest to the created, he tastes joy and
blessedness. The source and transmission of that joy and blessedness exist at all times. It is only the created who inadvertently block it. The entire creation is a result of the blessedness of He Whose creation is His
kingdom. Everything in it is in His hand and comes from His power.
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Every creational entity, therefore, derives its power directly from the
Creator.
Allah created the experiences of life and death. In this life, man is put
into situations in order to be purified of any additions which are perversely taken on. The bala(affliction) is a necessary test which moves him,
with knowledge, into higher degrees of purity. Affliction (balwa)is his
means of eliminating the barrier of desires and expectations existing
between himself and the Creator. Affliction teaches the created being to
live freely, acknowledging the gift of life given to him. The best of actions are those which are done with no expectations. They are purely and
simply fi sablli-llah (for the sake of Allah).
The first manifestation of creation is life. The experience of life is
meaningful only if there exists its opposite, the experience of death.
These experiences are such that everyone goes through them. Just as
there is outer life and death, so is there inner life and death. When the
heart is hardened it is as if dead. When it is flowing and turning, it is
alive. Life and death exist in both the sensory and in the meaning.
"And He is the Mighty, the Forgiving." Whether or not man is content
with his life does not change Allah's station with him. Through afflictions, growth of wisdom blossoms in him. Man learns to solicit forgiveness from the Ghafur (the Forgiving). The recognition of one's transgressions and mistakes is in itself a door to forgiveness. If one knows one's
faults, if one has seen them and experienced them, then one is on the
way to being forgiven. It follows that if one is in awareness, one will be
unlikely to repeat past mistakes.
3 Who created the seven heavens one above another; you see no
'incongruity in the creation of the Beneficent God; then look again, can
you see any disorder?
4 Then turn back the eye again and again; your look shall come back
to you confused while it is fatigued.
The kingdom of Allah is manifest in seven layers, seven different
phases or modes of heaven. Each layer is placed upon another, in visibly
connected yet retaining its own characteristics. It is also found amongst
the ahadith(prophetic traditions) and the sayings of the Imams that the
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earth has seven layers. In fact, there is a common supplication in which it
is said: Rabbu-s-samawati-s-sab`i wa rabbu-l aradini-s-sab'i, the Lord of the
seven heavens and the Lord of the seven earths.
"You see no incongruity in the creation of the Beneficent God." Futur is
from fatara, to cleave, split open. Fitra is the original crack-the origin of
man's rise to life. The Rahman(the Merciful) encompasses everything under His rahma(compassion). Allah's rahma is upon all creation, while
Hisrahm is upon the mu'min (believer). Under the Rahman, the Merciful,
there is nothing in creation that cannot be placed. There is no disjointedness within it. Everything makes sense to man if he develops the right
sight and abandons clumsy judgement. Allah says "Then turn back the
eye again and again," because though man looks often, he does so
without insight. The Qur'an challenges man to look again in order to see
if he can find any fault. The more one looks, the more one discovers the
perfection of what appears to be layer upon layer of the laws and
sensory connections which hold the cosmos together.
Doubt arises in man when he begins to reflect. At first, his reflections
are unclear and do not connect with his core. But the more he reflects,
the more likely it becomes that he will see the pure mercy that will bring
him realization and understanding. Sight will come back to him and he
will be unable to find fault.
"Your sight shall come back to you spurned while it is fatigued." Khasi' means spurned, base, vulgar, rejected.Hash means exhausted, desperate or fatigued. If he reflects, man will not be able to see
fault. His sight will show nothing other than the Rahman Whose manifestation is in the complete perfection of His creation. There will be nothing out of place. Creational entities will interconnect in the most precise
manner. It will confirm that the All-Pervading manifests His rahma. In
other words, man's faculty of reason and insight will come to see the perfection of creation.
5 And certainly We have adorned this lower heaven with lamps and
We have made these missiles for the Shaytans, and We have prepared
for them the chastisement of burning.
6 And for those who disbelieve in their Lord is the punishment of
hell, and evil is the 'resort.
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7 When they shall be cast herein, they shall hear a loud moaning of
it as it heaves,
8 Almost bursting for fury. Whenever a group is cast into it, its keeper shall ask them: Did there not come to you a warner?
9 They shall say: Yea! indeed there came to us a warner, but we rejected (him) and said: Allah has not revealed anything; you are only in a
great error.
10 And they shall say: Had we but listened or pondered, we should
not have been among the inmates of the blazing fire.
The lower heaven is that heaven which is perceivable by man. The other heavens, it is implied, are beyond visible recognition. They are based
on energies or subtle forces that hold the cosmos together. The stars decorate the lower heaven, which displays myriads of dynamic exchanges,
whether seen or inferred by observation.
"And certainly we have adorned this lower heaven with lamps and we
have made these missiles for the shaytans. " Rajama the root of the word
for missiles, is to stone, curse. There are several meanings that can be
given to this phrase. One is that the evil unseen forces of shaytan (satan)
cannot penetrate beyond the lower heaven. Another meaning is that it
indicates that those people who use supernatural powers and magic are
afflicted and are unable to penetrate beyond a limit.
All forms of shaytan or deviation lead one to the adhabu-s-sa`ir, the
chastisement of the blazing fire. Those who are in the state of shaytan denying the Lordship, covering up, disbelieving in the fact that there is a
Sustainer by whom we are guided to our fullest possibilities - will earn
the state of eternal fire, than which there is nothing worse. Masir, a place
of arrival or final destiny, comes from sara, which means to become, implying `timeness.'
The sighing or moaning that is uttered when a being
entersjahannam (hell)
is
a
final
expression
called shahiq (sighing,sobbing). Shahaqa means to inhale, sigh deeply,
gulp, moan. When in the final abode, beings emit the sound of mourning
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in an environment which is forever changing, never sustaining or
stabilizing -the reverse of janna (paradise).
In the ever effulgent fire, churning and turning with its anger, increasing as it is fed, a voice reflects or a memory comes forth to ask: Were you
not informed about this state? Were you not warned that you were preparing yourself for this dreadful end? The questioners are the keepers of
the fire, its permanent angels or guardians.
Those who are questioned answer: We did not hear. We denied the existence of Reality. We denied Allah. We ascertained that there was no
Reality and assumed those who were reflecting the voice of Truth to be
in error.
There is nothing other than justice in this world and the next. If man
does not hear the voice of wisdom which will guide him in this world
and show him how to live in a manner that will keep him from harm - if
he does not heed that wisdom, he will be afflicted in this life. But there is
a higher state, one in which there is belief in and recognition of Allah. If
that state does not come about, the punishment will be both in this world
and the next - when relative time stops and absolute timelessness begins.
This is not theatrical language. There is instantaneous, out-of time
communication between entities. In this life the deniers put up a barrier
between the faculty of hearing and that of understanding what can be
heard. They block the exercise of the natural faculty of reason, that innate
sense with which everyone is endowed. They misinterpret for the sake of
convenience, sentimental attachment, or emotionalism, or for the love of
the dunya (world in a negative material sense).
11 So they shall acknowledge their sins, but far will be (forgiveness)
from the inmates of the blazing fire.
"So they shall acknowledge their sins." L'tarafu, derives from `arafa, to
know; i`tarafa is to admit, confess or acknowledge. At the time of the
punishment, there is a natural confession. Those who are to be punished
will admit that they have hidden themselves from the messages brought
to mankind by the prophets, their followers and the Imams (leaders).
Everyone has the ability to discern the truth and is therefore able to acknowledge that he has original knowledge. But man hides and denies it
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through his ignorance, which is built upon arrogance, fear, anxiety and
attachment.
Bali-l- insanu ala nafsihi basira: "Nay, man is evidence against himself."
(al-Qiyama:14) Everyone has within himself a higher awareness which
can shed light on his consciousness. If his consciousness is impure, then
his higher awareness is able to discern that his consciousness is dwelling
upon something unbecoming. Even so, man can still deny the reflection
of his higher awareness. At the point of death, when the ability to interfere with one's destiny stops, all instantaneously becomes clear because
time stops.
"But far will be (forgiveness) from the inmates of the burning
fire." Sahaqa means to crush, annihilate, pulverize. The people of the fire
are those who are obliterated by not having acknowledged the one and
only Entity - Allah. How can they remain whole? If one does not admit
the power of an ordinary king, he will be crushed. How much more important is it then to accept the One and All-Powerful, Whose kingdom is
pervaded by Him. Because of His mercy He gives man countless chances
throughout his life to help save himself from the fire.
12 (As for) those who fear their Lord in secret, they shall surely have
forgiveness and a great reward.
"(As for) those who fear their Lord in secret, they shall surely have forgiveness and a great reward." The ghayb isthe Unseen. Those who have
accepted the fact that there is a Creator, a Reality, without direct personalized evidence - without witnessing it - have taken it on by the inference
that there cannot be an effect without a cause. They have directly experienced that there are laws that govern this existence and that the cosmos
is not in chaos. They want to know the laws - they fear their Lord and
they fear transgressing His laws, His bounds. It is for them that there is
forgiveness and a great reward, a continuing reward that begins here in
this world and continues uninterruptedly into the next.
13 And conceal your word or manifest it; surely He is Cognizant of
what is in the hearts.
Asirru is from asarra, meaning to keep secret, to conceal or disguise
something. Whether one speaks of it or not, whether one hides it or not,
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whether one reveals what is inside oneself or not, Allah is aware of what
goes on within the heart. Sadr means chest, heart or front. Reality knows
what man has put in front of himself, what he has put foremost in his
heart. Already, even in this life, there is no hiding place; man is exposed.
The creator of a thing knows its attributes. The creator of a house
knows its strengths and weaknesses. He knows the materials he used to
build it, what appears on the walls and what is behind the walls. The
merciful Perfect-Builder has built with perfection. He has not placed
poor quality material behind the walls. Behind the wall of the chest of
man He has placed a heart. It is in the hearts of men that He dwells.
14 Does He not know, Who created? And He is the Knower of the
subtleties, the Aware.
"And He is the Knower of the Subtleties, the Aware." Subtlety is allpervading. All entities are plugged into life through the subtle forces of
the Creator. The ordinary electrical machine must be plugged into a
physical outlet, but Allah's outlet is the entirety of space on earth. As
man moves he is spontaneously plugged into the Source. How can one
deny the existence of the Creator and that everyone is under His mercy?
Allah holds the knowledge and the power of deciding who will remain
plugged into the life-support system and whose body is to go back to the
worms.
This life is like a laboratory in which the Creator tests the fidelity of
His creations. He experiments with them, allowing them to transgress,
and gives them the chance to correct themselves. Having made a mess of
their lives, they are allowed to wash themselves completely clear of their
actions. Many ahadith (plural of hadith, tradition) refer to certain acts of
worship, such as ,hajj (pilgrimage to Mecca), which, if performed correctly, are like a rebirth. The prayers of the Muslim, if done correctly,
make the worshipper emerge refreshed and renewed. None of the negativeness of his past affects him, and all his experiences, the wisdom of a
lifetime, are at his disposal.
15 He it is Who made the earth smooth for you; therefore go about in
the spacious sides thereof, and eat of His sustenance, and to Him is the
return after death.
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16 Are you secure of those in the heaven that He should not make
the earth to swallow you up? Then lo! it shall be in a state of com
motion.
17 Or are you secure of those in the heaven that He should not send
down upon you a punishment? Then shall you know how was My
warning.
18 And certainly those before them rejected (the truth), then how
was My disapproval.
In order for man to have the opportunity to express and experience his
faith and sincerity, the earth has been madedhalul (smooth, gentle, easy);
upon it he seeks wisdom andrizq (provision, sustenance, divine blessing).
"To Him is the return after death." Nushur(Resurrection) comes
from nashara, to announce, spread out, make known and to resurrect, return from the death.Nashur is a publisher. Allah is the supreme publisher, making known His creation. The earth, with its massive mountains,
has been made low and submissive. Allah has made the earth smooth so
as to be accessible for man to tread upon, indicating the ease that may
come from what appears to be difficulty. Manakib are the shoulders,
flanks or highlands; they are what are difficult to tread upon. But Allah
has made man able to travel upon the earth's `shoulders.' It is an encouragement for man to seek the means to glorify Allah, seeking provision
wherever it may easily come forth in this spacious and varied land.
How can one be secure from He Who is in the heavens and is the King
of all? There is no certainty that the earth will remain still and not suffer
an earthquake. Can one be certain of the earth's solidity? The mu'min
is in perpetual awareness, knowing that if he allows himself to think that
he is secure from change, he is lost. He trusts that Allah will guide him
through the approaching changes and afflictions. Allah says elsewhere in
the Qur'an: fa-la ya'manu makra-llahi illa-l-qawmul-khasirun: "But none of
those feels secure from Allah's plan except the people who shall perish." (al- A raf::99).
The earth is Allah's laboratory, in which man's attainment is measured
according to his commitment to service. It would be unfair if man were
suddenly exposed to knowledges that he was not ready to receive. It
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would be shattering and unnatural. Therefore, there is greater responsibility with additional knowledge.
The relationship of knowledge, responsibility, and Allah, the Giver of
knowledge, may be likened to the relationship of the father to his son.
The father out of love for his son, measures the degree of his willingness
to take on responsibility by testing him. He does not wish to afflict the
boy, but recognizes that the more one knows the more one is burdened.
For example, being aware of the afflictions of others calls for one to help
alleviate them. If, while being tested, one stands one's ground with faith
and trust, one will be given additional faith, trust, and freedom. A bird
tests its young to see whether or not it can fly from its nest. The mother
does not immediately push the chick over the edge, but nudges it, encouraging it to use its wings until they grow in strength. The young bird
realizes that it is free as it leaps out of the nest and into the air.
Man is, in reality, free of other than Allah. Allah is unlimited, so man
is free beyond limit, but he does not know this because he has not used
the wings of iman (faith, trust) and complete dependence upon Allah.
The uncertainty of events stimulates us to reflect in order to be in true
abandonment - aware and alive in the now, second by second. In His
love for man, Allah tightens His rope upon him for a moment. The rope
reminds him of Allah at that instant, but Allah is present all the time. If
man is a deserving slave, if he admits to the nobility of his Creator, then
he is a noble creation. A noble horse does not have to constantly be
pulled and hit on the head, it spontaneously knows that it has a master.
Likewise, if man is jolted every now and then it is because he has gone
off course - that is the proof of the love of the One Who holds the reins.
One can never be sure to which network of laws one is subjecting oneself. It is man, by his actions and intentions, who unifies himself with a
certain set of laws. If his actions are honest and sincere, emanating from
a pure source, then he is in a river whose end product and destiny is
quite clear. On the other hand, because of man's situation and the degree
of his kufr (denial) and unconnected ness, he will be brought into a stream
in which he will see an increasing amount of disjointedness and be subjected to an increasing amount of shattering.
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The individual's journey in this life is like being in a hovercraft that is
skimming across hundreds of different rivers, which are the laws of destiny. The passenger, according to his intention, puts his foot into one
river or another. The choice is his. If out of ignorance he puts his foot into a river of filth and danger, then all that he can do is to pull it out,
climb back into his vehicle, and move on to the next river. These laws,
these rivers, govern destiny. It is up to the individual to end up in the
river that gives him smooth passage and genuinely reflects the truth of
the Merciful behind it.
19 Have they not seen the birds above them expanding (their wings)
and contracting (them)? What is it that withholds them save the Beneficent God? Surely He sees everything.
20 Or who is it that will be a host for you to assist you besides the
Beneficent God? The unbelievers are only in deception.
21 Or who is it that will give you sustenance if He should withhold
His sustenance? Nay! they persist in disdain and aversion.
Reflect upon what is above us in the form of birds. Nothing holds
them up. The explanations given for this natural phenomenon are simply
that, explanations; they are not the truth. Man tries to explain the flight
of bird and airplane with a narrow band of counter-balanced mathematical forces. Tons of steel are in the airplane - how does it fly? How does it
hang in the air? A steel ship floats upon water - what do these phenomena mean? Allah manifests Reality in this existence in wondrous ways.
Nothing holds the bird up except the mercy of Allah. The mercy of Allah
allows us to see all these strange events.
All help comes from the one stream of Mercy. If man imagines that it
comes from other than Him it is because he sees himself. It
is ghurur (deception), arrogance which leads to deception, self-conceit and
being cut off fromtawhid (divine unity). The kafir (denier) who denies
Allah's mercy is cut off from seeing the manifestation of tawhid in the
perfection of the laws that govern existence.
From where does man's rizq, his provision, come? How is the recycling
ecological continuum maintained? Because man is not in submission, his
knowledge of creation is perverted. He only has limited knowledge
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which can only bring about momentary relief; this is arrogance. It cannot
provide the fundamentally sound, inner understanding which can connect to the outer understanding. The knowledge of the One comes from
within; it is the knowledge of the entire system.
22 What! is he who goes prone upon his face better guided or he who
walks upright upon a straight path?
Mukibb (prostrated, dedicated) is from kabba, to prostrate. Imam.
Rida, `alayhi-s-salam, upon him be peace, when asked who were the
people who had fallen flat on their faces, replied that they were those
who did not obey the Prophet's injuction to follow 'Ali, `alayhi-ssalam. Those who refused to follow 'Ali, `alayhi-s-saham, started to interpret
for
themselves.
They
assumed
the
belief
that
nowasiy (successor, deputy) had been nominated by the Prophet, sallallahu 'alayhi wa alihi wa sallam. How could such a wise being as the
Prophet, salla-llahu 'alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, leave his people without appointing an appropriate man, who would bring about the full fruition of
the gifts of Qur'an? No Muslim denies what the Prophet,salla-llahu 'alayhi
wa alihi wa sallam, said about the Ahl al-Bayt (family of the Prophet). Why
do they not follow what is in the Qur'an and the sunny (sayings and doings of the Prophet)? Human beings wish to bring something of themselves into whatever they are given. When one is given a perfect recipe,
there is the arrogance in one that desires to add some other ingredient.
Unknowingly it may be poisonous to the liver.
There must be no interpretations; any interpretation will be a misinterpretation. The true slave is he who follows blindly and through his
blindfold visualizes the light of his guidance. This is what gives yaqin,
certainty. Otherwise, it is the fear of discovering that gives apparent
strength.
The simple darkness of the blindfold makes some people adamant;
that is not certainty. It may appear that they are very sure, but it is like
the certainty of a despot compared to the certainty of the man
of true iman and abandonment. The despot is sure of himself, but there
is a point at which he cracks. The mu'min(believer) never cracks; if the afflictions increase he is increased in strength. When people turn away
from him, he turns to Allah - that is from where real strength is derived.
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He who has abandoned into the true message and follows it diligently is
on the clear path. He who has not is like one who has fallen upon his
face.
There are degrees of iman. The ultimate iman isabandonment into Reality with knowledge - that is perfect harmony. As for those who have
fallen upon themselves, they are Muslims who are misguided, muininun whose iman
isincomplete
or kuffar (plural of kafir, denier) who are in utter denial. These constitute
fodder for the fire.
23 Say: He it is Who brought you into being and made for you the
ears and the eyes and the hearts: little is it that you give thanks.
Qul, say, implies to witness, recognize and see the Creator. See how
you have come about from the best of sources, the highest Source. See
yourself, see how you hear and see. Reflect upon your heart, reflect upon
your own situation. Then you will profess, confess and know that you
have been created in the best form, in the highest form. It will bring gratitude, which will bring contentment, which in turn will bring greater
sight and insight. Qul huwa-llahu ahad, "Say that Allah is One." (al- ikhlas:1). What is said often enough becomes what is meant and what is
meant becomes what is said; then the created being sees only the One. By
saying it he embraces tawhid.
"Little is it that you give thanks." Diving into the depths of
the aya yields greater comprehension of its inner meanings. By increasing one's contentment and gratitude, one is able to gain insight into one's
creation and therefore into the Creator, Whose attributes are contained in
His creation.
24 Say: He it is Who scattered you on the earth and to Him you shall
be gathered.
25 And they say: When shall this threat be (executed) if you are
truthful?
26 Say: The knowledge (thereof) is only with Allah and 1 am only a
plain warner.
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27 But when they shall see it nigh, the faces of those who disbelieve
shall be sorry, and it shall be said: This is that which you used to call
for.
Dhara means to scatter, disperse. Its related root of Dharra yields the Arabic words for atom (the smallest unit of anything) and offspring. For
every action there is a reaction, for every scattering there is a gathering.
Man has been scattered here in order to see the meaning of his existence,
his reality, and his Source, to Which he will be gathered again.
Those who are not in the state of submission - who are not in an inner
state of contentment, gratitude and therefore tawhid,and who do not see
themselves as inseparable from Reality - see nothing other than discord;
they are in kufr. They ask when the promise of oneness will come to pass.
If you are truthful, when will the promise of akhira (hereafter) be fulfilled? A man in doubt is constantly searching and asking for proof. The
answer to the people of doubt emanates from the iman in one's heart - the
heart has seen what is not and therefore dwells upon that which is.
The knowledge of the Unseen -the next world and the day of reckoning - is with Allah. Only a warning can be given to those who deny.
The aya explains to those who ask about time that Allah is beyond time.
Time exists so that man may take notice, pause, and reflect on what is behind it.
Warn them that to persist in questioning only increases doubt. It will
sink them deeper into the quicksand which they believe to be the solid
ground upon which they rely. The system of kufr perpetuates the illusion
of its own firmness. In reality it has no foundation; it follows
its wahm (fancy, delusion), causing the seeker to seek in the wrong direction. His search leads him away from answers towards false hopes and
despair. Man takes refuge in the bubble of kufr.One strategic prick will
burst it and cause both his own collapse and that of the system of kufr.
When the next life comes, those who formerly were in denial will wear
an expression of contrition upon their faces. They will be in a dreadful
state, having come face to face with that which they denied. They are
told that this is what you were promised - you will be what you have
earned. They have earned this state through their actions, which are
backed by their intentions. In a tradition of the Ahl ul-Bayt, it is said that
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this aya refers to some of the companions of the Prophet,salla-llahu
`alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, who, upon seeing that 'Ali, `alayhis-salam, was so
close to the Prophet, were exceedingly jealous.
28 Say: Have you considered if Allah should destroy me and those
with me - rather He will have mercy on us; yet who will protect the unbelievers from a painfulpunishment?
Reality will cause everyone to perish. One must see that Allah's mercy
and protection fall over everyone, whethermu'min or kafir. "Who will
protect the unbelievers?" Yujiru is from ajara , which means to protector
to aid someone. Jarmeans neighbor; the word implies mercy and compassion. The rahma of Allah covers even he who denies at the moment of
his denial. But whatever has a beginning has an end. A father's love for
his son continues until he dies. The father has a contract with his son to
be patient with him in every situation. But after the father dies, an uncle
may take his place and treat the son roughly and impatiently. Everyone
is given constant protection until he is woken up, whereupon there is regret for having left behind the remains of nothing but a misurable and
misguided life. Allah has given everyone a respite, ila ajalan
musamma, until an appointed time. The Rahmin covers all beings with
His beneficence and mercy. Understanding the rahma of Allah is attained
by experiencing it whilst depending upon it.
29 Say: He is the Beneficent God, we believe in Him and on Him do
we rely, so you shall come to know who it is that is in clear error.
30 Say: have you considered if your water should go down, who is it
then that will bring you flowing water?
"So you shall come to know who it is that is in clear error." A time
comes to the Prophet, salla-llahu alayhi wa alihi wa sallam, and to men of
knowledge when there is nothing left to say. Having used `aql and heart
in every way possible to cause an awakening to occur, he can only say:
You shall come to know.
Ghawr is a depression in the ground, from ghara, to sink in, become
hollow, seep away. If your water is lost, there can be no sustenance. All
beings depend upon water for their lives. The Qur'an says that all life is
based upon water and that the throne - the `arsh, the foundation of
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creation - is afloat upon water. If there were no rock under the soil, only
sand descending for miles, water would enter the earth and disappear. If
all water is lost who will bring the flowing water? From where will it
come? One's inner life is such that whenever there is arrogance, knowledge enters the questioning being like water and permeates down
through an endlessly deep hole.
The state of being at a loss does not allow one to begin to reflect. Selfknowledge, the water that springs from the well of knowledge, does not
stay; it passes on through and disappears into one's cave. The ghawr, the
depression, is related in meaning to nafaq, underground tunnel. No matter how much knowledge you pour on the munafiq, the hypocrite, it will
never take root because he always shakes it off, like a person who repeatedly escapes through tunnels. It is Allah's business to give water, to
give sustenance, love, mercy; if there is reflection, then knowledge will
remain.
The entire creation is the kingdom of the one and only King Whose attributes are known, Whose love is all-encompassing, Whose presence is
beyond time, before time, in time and after time. One is able to initiate
the growth of knowledge by momentarily stopping one's hypocrisy and
lack of confidence and by admitting that one has nothing. If you have
anything, it is by permission of He Who has created you.
Allah has placed man on earth as a guardian, and that guardianship
comes with responsibility, the responsibility of acknowledging his debt
at all times to the merciful King of creation.
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